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ed as the only measure of law, and, success,,

as the triumph of justice.
j
Wearied with the,
detail of facts, which produce horror. rather.,
than surprise, and which dinfinish our, hap-.
piness, in proportion as they increase our.
knowledge, we turn to the fictions. of fable,,
and feel regret when the intrusion of reflec-,
tion dispels the idle but pleasing dream.
0
gis
Such being the

state of, things,

general

it must be,no ordinary portion of. delight,
that shall warm

his bosom,

who has it in,

his power to present to the feeling heart a .
picture drawn from fact, and not from fic-.
tion, in which the predominating 1 tints are.
generosity, which insensibility and ingrati-.

tnde in its object cannot extinguish; and.
philanthropy, which seeks no other reward,
than the communication

of good.

eos

It is with such impressions that the wri-,
ter of these pages sits down to, trace and
narrate. the origin, progress, and final tric,
umph, of the means employed for the abo-,
lition of female infanticide, in the department of Guzerat called Kattywar. Nor i is
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the satisfaction detived from these details

to be limitedto the contemplation of the’
good, that has been actually accomplished,
and the’ justice. of enrolling another name

among the benefactors of mankind.
It extends to the anticipation of future good to
our race, ‘originating in the power of example; and the encouragement, which the

benevolent will derive, by the present narrative, ‘from’ the ultimate 8 success of perse-

verance.

er

:

Were we informed by a alt
however respectable, that, in a certain district
of country, where he had, for a time, resided,
it was the custom of parénts to put their

female offspring to death, immediately whet
born, and to do it with remorseless apathy?

we should do well to suspend, our belief till
we had carefully considered the nature and

extent of the evidence, on which the fact
rested.” For such a custom is so abhorrent
from those feelings, which we have always
considered as inseparable from our nature,
which are to be found in the wandering sa=
ஆ
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vage, as well as in the refined and polished,

and which are independent of the slow and
variable deductions of reason, that we cannot readily discover any common principle,
to which we can trace its origin.
On the
other hand, when, as in the present case,

the fact is established beyond all reasonable doubt, we should not be hasty in deciding what are the causes to which it owes
An anomaly may be found
its existerce.
in an

individual;

but

whatever

is to

be

found in many, is referable to some cause,

which would probably operate the same effects upon others of the race, when placed.
in the same circumstances.

Instead, therefore, of labouring after les
excitation of wonder, by detailing facts,
and concealing their causes, it will be at-

tempted, in the following pages, to: connect
the detail of facts,

with

the investigation

and developement of the principles, in which
they originated.
Human

times,

nature is every where, and Ag all

essentially the same;

but the phe-

-.
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nomena, which it exhibits are various, even
to infinity. This-is a position, which the
uninformed and the unintelligent alone
will dispute, but which may be established
by an induction of facts, upon a foundation

as solid and satisfactory, as the deductions

of pure mathematics, though of a different
or

even the opposi-

tion of character, which

men in different

‘kind.

The varieties,

circumstances: exhibit,

form

not the con-

tradiction, but the proof of this statement.
We may contemplate particular and insulated facts in the history of our kind, till
wonder be exhausted, and till nothing seem
to be tenable but the adoption of this opi-nion, that there is not a single principle fix-ed and invariable

in human

nature, and

upon the operation of which, in any given
“circumstances, we can depend. But an inference, so infantile and unfounded, will be

treated with contempt by the matured and
reflecting mind, which has explored the
page of history with other views than the
mere gratification of curiosity,—which has

6
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carefully attended
to its own. operations—
which has been accustomed closely to investigate facts, and minutely to trace every
link of that chain; which connects the ef-

fect with its cause; till all farther view
be cut off from the prying eye of mortals,
by the clouds and darkness which surround
the throne of the Eternal.
The truth is, that

man

:
is

the

child of

those’ circumstances, in which he is placed;
and as these; whether moral, political, or

physical, vary)in their nature and reciprocal influence upon one another, so will the
appearances’ change to which they give
rise: Hence it is that we perceive, and can
explain, the varieties

of character

which

are exhibited, not only in different and dis-

tant nations, but in the same people, living
in the same country, at different times: ’
‘The genial climes of Greece nurtured,
at one period,

the dauntless

sons of war,

by whom every thing but military glory.
was deemed contemptible and mean. The —
effects of conquest

were

wealth, and lux-
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ury, and leisure ; and men: of ‘taste, and
elegance, and philosophy, succeeded those
hardy and intrepid veterans. Time elapsed,
and the moral and political vicissitudes,
which it brought along with it, changed the
aspect, and, in appearance, the very nature

of things.
Instead of scientific pursuits
and philosophical discussions, or valour and
‘patriotism,
we find the sons of Greece, in
these days, busied in the repetition of the

Koran,

or the enumeration

without learning,

of the rosary,

without honour;

af not one elastic spring

and, as

of human nature

remained unbroken, submitting,-without an

effort, to all the evils which are heaped
upon them by a feeble and lethargic despotism.
«Italy presents to us changes, not less
striking, and evidently resulting from ana-

logous causes.
ditti,

whose

The fierce and lawless bandesperate

circumstances

duced them to attach themselves
fortunes of Romulus,
tion of heroes,

in-

to. the

soon grey into a na-

and subjected the world to

8
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their sway. Without stopping to mark, or
analyse, the ever-varying shades, which
the history of that people exhibits, as they
pass along with the stream of time; we
behold,

in a few ages,

the sinews

of war

broken,

the sceptre of dominion wrenched

from their grasp, and every mental and
moral energy enfeebled and relaxed. That
nation of warriors and statesmen, whom
the world acknowledged as its masters, and
revered as its legislators,
has since excited
very different and opposite sentiments.
.. How

different, also, -has: the

character

of the Spaniard frequently been, since the
time when Horace celebrated him as,
கல்ப
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. Our own country, likewise, has often exhibited the. sudden and powerful effects of
political change.
The courage, which had
so long repelled the Roman invader, was

soon lost in the “ Groans of Britons,”. imploring, in the most wailing and piteous
strains, the aid of their foreign masters, to
6

>)
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drive back the fierce invaders of the north:
_» It should be remembered, in this coun=
try, that there was a time, when the pro-

genitors of the Italians of the present day,
looked upon Britons as incapable of any
mental, or moral excellence ; and

when

they viewed and treated England as a mart
' for purchasing slaves to the’ citizens of
Rome. * This consideration is calculated
to teach humility to those,

who

confound

the actual with the possible state of things;
who imagine that their country has always
been what it now is; and that the inhabitants of every other clime, must remain in

the moral state, in which they at present
exist ; in short,

that human nature

is one

thing in England, another in Italy, and a

third in Hindustan.

But the benevolent

mind will rejoice in every additional. proof,

that the
the

same -causes will always

same effects on human

operate

nature, because

human nature itself is,.at all times, and in all

places, essentially the ‘same. Where degra* Henry’s Britain.
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dation, arising from moral and political de- pression, has been removed, in one instance,

it may be removed in another ; and, where
actual experiment is wanting to stimulate
and encourage the enterprise of the benevo-_
lent, analogy will generally supply its place,
and often warrant both the same exertions
and the same hopes as experiment itself.”

It is presumed that it will not be thought
too bold to. affirm,

that the abolition: of fe-

male. infanticide in Guzerat, both: illustrates and justifies

these sentiments, நக

haps even more strikingly than any other
details of modern history. | And whilst the
writer narrates the intelligent and persevering labours of Colonel Walker, tracing
them progressively, and in connection, till
they are ultimately crowned with success ;
he would wish to fix the mind on the faciz
lity, which the advancement of one step

afforded for securing the next. Curiosity
should be rendered subservient to know-

ledge, and knowledge to the acquisition and
circulation of happiness.

12
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ப But there are few practices, perhaps there
is not one, in the history of our race, so
perfectly abhorrent, in its nature, from all

that is amiable in human

feeling, as that

of the systematic destruction of children
Shocking as human
by their own parents.
sacrifice itself is, and revolting as is the
idea of devoting“ the fruit of the body for
‘the’ sin of the soul;” we can yet trace
‘something like a reason for it, through the
and perversion of human
» misconceptions
thought, the misinterpreted appearances of
"nature, and the corruptions of early tradition. ~ Besides, the destruction of human
in this way, was necessarily, but
beings,
partial and occasional, among any of the

people, by whom it. was practised; and, instead of threatening the extermination of
the race, like infanticide, was always imagined to avert the divine anger, or draw
For infanticide, indown divine blessings.
deed, no such palliatives have been, or can

be pleaded. It is in. direct opposition to
the simplest and: most obvious deductions

CHAPTER SECOND.

Discovery of nuFemanalece—CInaufasents icof idbote—h.Origin—Cneonti

Ov barbarous and unenlightened nations,
both the origin and peculiar customs are
generally involved in the mists of fable, —
And —
and ascribed to divine interposition.

even after the influence of civilization has begun to be felt, and the power of reason —

to prevail, it is with reluctance that men
abandon pretensions, which flatter their
vanity, and cherish their national prepossessions. The shield of Mars, which was said
to have fallen from heaven,

was preserved

at Rome with sacred and peculiar care;
and the pretensions of the laws of,Numa
- Pompilius, to divine inspiration, remained
uncontradicted, long after thinking men |
were convinced of the falsehood and impos-

ture; to which both of these stories owed
their origin.

e5iliggedl 16 ‘noisluaus
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of reason; and in respect of feeling, which
comes before reason, in the order of acting,
it is in direct contrariety to the parental
affection, which is the most pure, the most
tender, and the most constant, which God

‘has implanted in the human bosom.
» The practice, however, did prevail, (and
we rejoice to speak of its prevalence asia
‘thing that is past,) in several parts of Hin‘dustan. And it is remarkable,,that, while

other practices, of a revolting nature, have
‘owed their origin to some gloomy superstition, venerated under the name of religion;

this has maintained itself without pretending divine
‘mission.

authority,

or even
ஜலி

divine perம 3௮ >

- In accounting, afterwards, for this extra-

‘ordinary fact, we shall be led to the expo‘sition

of a feature

‘perhaps not

less

in Hindu

superstition,

extraordinary

-fact itself, and which,

for the

than

the

want of an

appropriated term, we shall, at present,

de-

nominate vicarious responsibility.
The existence of the shocking custom

14
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infanticide’ was first’ discovered

in 1789 among a tribe of Hindus, called
Rajekoomars,

in the- district’ of Benares,

named Juanpore, bordering 6n the coun»
try of Oude.

This

discovery was then

.
made by the Honourable Jonathan Dun
can, at that time resident at Benares, and

the fact was fully authenticated by the evi+
dence and confession of the Rajekoomars_
themselves... Among this race, however,”
the practice of killing their female children-

_ was comparatively both partial in its ope-"
ration, and limited in its range. Many fa-milies were found who had spared one, and
some,

more

than one

of their female off

spring; and one whole

village formed ati

exception to the practice.

This custom,

maintaining itself in opposition to natural |
affecticn, was likewise found to prevail,

though less extensively, among a small tribe
named Rajebunses in the same province of
Benares.

The

sanctions

of religion were

not pleaded, and the feelings of humanity
could not be pleaded, in favour of the prac-

DISCOVERY, ORIGIN, &c.,....
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tice... Yet was, it maintained, with, no_lit-,
tle degree of tenacity, . and its observance
was considered as.a privilege, which was fi-;
nally yielded with reluctance...
.
டு
But it is not our object to. enten into a
detail of the measures, to which female infanticide, in Benares, owed its suppression.

_ Indeed, if it were ever so much our wish
to.do so, the scantiness of the materials
supplied on the subject, would leave the ac-.
count

necessarily defective, or often con-

. jectural.

This, however, we have’ the, less.

reason to regret, as the most. copious ,ma-.,

terials are furnished by Colonel Walker, of,
those more extensive and more arduous, la-.
bours inthe same cause, in which he, 20

~ zealously and successfully engaged i in anoAnd whilst we avoid being
ther quarter.
tedious, we conceive that it is. impossible
to be too minute in detailing every circumstance, bearing directly, or even indirectly, ,
on the abolition of infanticide: for, as,in a:
chemical analysis,

or physical solution,

no

ingredient, and no power is to be:neglected

61
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which contributes to the general result ; so,

in relating this moral experiment, we should
be ‘able, as much as may be, to perceive
how far each. cause separattly, and in its
combination with others, contributed to the

final result.
In the ல ணுந்ண் வதைத்
facts will be narrated,
shock

the

feeling

and

or

bis

ieee

which cannot fail to
benevolent

heart ;

but the pang, which must be sometimes endured from this cause, will be abundantly

compensated, when it is found that some
of the most revolting practices, referred to,
are now to be mentioned only among. the
things that have been.
The scene of Colonel வந்து Ss
னார்
in abolishing female infanticide, was Gu-,
zerat, to which he went in the capacity

of political Resident

in the year 1801.

This extensive country, though possessing
the maritime advantages of a peninsular
situatioi, being washed on three sides by

the gulfs of Cutch and Cambay,

and by

the Arabian sea; is yet, to no inconsider-

26
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the prince, that his! mission had notproved
successful. This intelligence gave the Raz

jah much» affliction and concern,
as the
Hindus reckon itito be the. first ‘duty of

parents:to provide suitable. husbands ‘for
their dau ghters, and itis) reproachful that

they should pass the age’ of puberty with: ©
out: having been: affianced, and:be under

the necessity
of living ina state
of *eeliba=

ey “The Rajah, however,‘rejected, and

strongly ‘reprobated every':match’ for“his
daughter, ‘which -he conceived: inferior to
her high’rank and perfections. » In*this dilemma, the Rajah: consulted his Raj-gur’s
and the Brahmin advised him to avoid the
ceasure and disgrace which would attend

the princess remaining unmarried, by hav-

ing recourse to the desperate expedient of
putting his daughter to death. The Ra-

jah was: long averse to this desperate: ex-—
pedient, and remonstrated against ‘thea mur- |
der of a. ‘woman; * which, * enormous ‘as‘it
is”

represented in the என்றல், ்would be, agyinesssonid

bonidsiany

28
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gant the nvetin, ont the ign
with high rank, Brahminical
of infanticide
authotity; an remote! antiquity. “HE was,
=?

in extensive circulation, and

was frequently communicated
in ‘reply'to

queries proposed
on the subject.

But’ al-

though the tale, taken as a wliole, be more
than improbable, it is yet, in some of its
parts, founded in the views, characters, and
customs, of the Jahrejahs.— தத்த

They consider it to be a sacred and ‘ine
violable duty to have their daughters afi

anced, ,at'an early age ; and, that’ ‘they
should: live in celibacy, they hold
to be‘an”
indelible disgrace. Now, in one period of

their history, as we shall immediately see,
there was, no doubt, a very great increase

of domestic anxiety connected with the
education of female children’;

‘and to pro-

cure marriages for them, according to the extravagant notions, which they entertained of their

own
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fail to notice. | He stated the wish of the
Company to abolish a, practice, so abhorrent f from human nature ; and. referred to.

the opposite conduct, observed by | her own
parents, and in consequence of which, she.

then lived and was a mother.

“ Should

you not do.as I request,” % “he adds, ‘ “ what
answer can you 1“return to- your God ; Pe

Should you

fully consider |‘this. business,

you will perfectly observe the impropriety
of it. “Should other casts do as the Jahre- :
jabs, Now! could the Sibi

oho race exist ?oS

at,
|
What more can I write??»—*
‘The immediate effect of this appeal to ்
wives and mothers, was calculated %௦ 000.

sole the Resident for the many disappoint-_
ments, which he had hitherto experienced
“ My overtures to this la~
in the cause.
dy,” says he,

“ were at first received with

the feelings natural to her sex; and she
seeméd disposed, with the rest of the woப who held several
பஸ (of J ehajee’ 8
* Report:

Appendix, No. 19.
EK

»
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consultations together

on the subject, to

“unite their influence for the abolition of infanticide.” *
h “ed ட் ருத்திர Sift
Painful as is the recital, however, truth
requires us to add, | that. these. cheering

prospects were momentary and evanescent.

The

ebullitions

subsided.

of genuine’ nature soon

The women, it appears, had pro-

posed the abolition; the Jahrejahs imme- diately teok the alarm;

the women

and,

to be. brief,

themselves became advocates

for what was deemed

“ the ancient privi-

lege of the cast !”
It is painful to dwell on the

:

it To
நத்வி

tions, which these facts suggest to the mind;

It is very painful to contemplate woman,

to whom we look for every thing gentle’
and endearing, from whom we expect, and
generally experience, the solace of our cares;
incentives to benevolent exertion, and com- |

fort in distress ;—it is very painful
to behold her espouse and advocate a ferocity, »
* Report, par. 240.
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unknown to the beasts, that prowl in the
desert.’
Yet whilst we must condemn,

let’

the sentence be dictated by justice and discernment.

In pronouncing

upon

an act,

let us attend to the principle and the motive, whence it proceeded. Was the ferocity, which’ appeared in these women, on
this occasion, habitual, and what ny felt
pleasure in cherishing? |
“It confessedly was not; for their first and |

spontaneous feeling was expressive of an
eager concurrence in the benevolent object

of the Resident.

Nay, more; they dic not

allow the sentiment to remain inactive, in

their own bosoms;
itall the efficiency,
and entreaty could
they soon relapsed
most inhuman and
it’ even

but proceeded to give
which their persuasion
command.—But then,
into sentiments of the.
ruthless apathy.—Take

according to this

statement, (al-

though a distinction should be made be-

tween sentiment

and prudential compli-

ance,) let it be considered in what’this sud-

den and unamiable change originated.

It

148
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was in deference to their husbands. it was
“jn’a desire to allay the alarm, ‘which,
they
perceived, they had excited, it was an dift

fidence of themselves, and, (imagining
their efforts would be fruitless,) an aversion

from disputing with those, whom they considered it their duty and their ‘honour to
பப்ப
|
obey.
Such, at least, were their views of: the

matter ; for, according to the notions of the
East,

and, without limiting the remark to

Guzerat, or even to Hindustan, it-is held;

that the obedience

of a wife to her husband

should be unlimited

and

implicit. ‘The

reader will be aware of the difference”
between the statement, and the justification,
of'a sentiment.
It is here mentioned as@
mere matter of fact, to account for a:disap-

pointment, which Colonel Walker’ must
have felt severely
at the time.
9ம்.
The. abolition of female infanticide had
now, for a time, continued to be “the
daily subject of letters, messages, and con-

-
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ferences.” * | -Yet not only had.no

certain

advantage been gained from the exertions’
that: had

been

circum-

made, but even.

stances, which had lately seemed propitious:
and ‘promising,

now

wore

a discouraging

What might, in loose language,
aspe|ct.
be called ithe friendship of Jehajee, certainly promised something, and the importance

to¢him of the Resident’s favour, still more.
Thé Vakeel, Sewajee, might beandifferent
to the tender sympathies of nature ;. yet,

in the same proportion, we should, suppose
him! alive to. his own interests;

and,these

were evidently connected with his subserviency in promoting the cause of abolition.

In addition to all these considerations, much”
avas to be expected from the interposing
From the Rajah,
influence of the women.
could
however, the utmost concesgion, that

be obtained,

at the very time that he was

in
‘soliciting Colonel. Walker's good offices,

regard.of pecuniary arrangements,
க

* Report, par. 235.

was.a
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promise to abandon infanticide, on thea:

“most hopeless condition, that the example
were first given by Jam Saheb.* ) 90405,

Sewajee, indeed, promised! his services,’
but despaired of their success. And the
mother

of the Rajah,

to whom it was. so

natural to look with hope, éven whilst she
petitioned the Resident to use his good of:
fices, in retrieving the émbarrassed affairs

of her son; requested that hé might be ex
cused, as to the abandonment
of infant
cide, for which she pleaded the antiquity of
the

practice,

and,

for

farther particulars,

referred to the letter of Jehajee himself.
Excited

by

Colotel

Walker, however,
Pit Ye

* Jam is an appellation peculiar to the chiefs of\ Nawanuggur, or of Hallaun, which is the name of the ter-

ritory under their jurisdiction.
descended

It is a title which has

from their ancestors.

tible of two

interpretations:

word, signifying

‘The word

is suscep-

is a Sanscrit

Ist, Jam

‘‘ fixed,” and, in this sense, is supp

sed to allude to the permanent situation of the Hindu
sovereigns, after the dispersion of the Koehutree. இம்.
Others derive Jam

from Jamshed,

a famous

்
King of Persia.
+ Report, Appendix, No. 11—13.
௬

hero,

-

and
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induced
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to continue his en-

deavours with the Rajah, although he was

perpetually expressing his’ despair of success.* In

one of his letters,

he suggests

the propriety of using coercive measures,
as these which alone would

prove success-

ful, and recourse to which was justified by
the nature of the case.

The

opinion of

Sewajee was so far from being peculiar to

himself, that it seemed to havg been ge-

nerally held by the natives. But surely it ,
is unnecessary to add, that, to butcher a
~ number of fellow-creatures, in order to inspire and imbue men. with the feelings of
human nature, was too preposterous in the

eyes of the Resident, to admit of a moment’s consideration.

ல

* Report, Appendix, No, 14—16.
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‘Whatever might be the aspect of things,
however, in the eyes of unreflecting men ;
a powerful, though latent, cause, had now
begun to operate. This was no other than
that attention to the subject of female infanticide, to which the Resident’s persever-

ing efforts had given rise.
Hitherto the
Jahrejahs had acted
their fathers had
done; and, among : a
people unaccustomed
to argumentation

and. discussiqn,

nothing

can be a more secure defence of any error,
‘or vice,) than the ability to, plead its
folly,
antiquity. Besides its antiquity, also, they
had been accustomed to<associate, the: practice of |infanticide with those false ideas of

pre-em inence, by which they conceivec
themselves exalted above other tribes. And
_ itvds possible to imagine the additional
weight thrown into the scale, by supposed

self-interest, without having recourse to the
_. peculiar notions of the Jahrejahs.
When we consider the power. of habit;
-_.

and the influence of traditionary customs

among the most enlightened

and maxims,
௩

॥
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and enquiring people, we should not. great.
ly wonder at the tenacity, with which they ©
were maintained bya rude and half-civilized

tribe ; to whom enquiry is) unknown,

and who are prone to regard whatever is:
wis
e,
and the
ancient, as hallowed by tim
வுல
வ
dom of their forefathers;
Now;

however, doubts had been thrown

It had been suggestout on the subject.
ed, that, what they had hitherto considered
a just cause of pride and pre-eminence,
should be regarded as a ground of real de- .
gradatjon; and merited opprobrium; ஹ்ம்
that; instead of being exalted above others;
by the systematic murder of their own female offspring, they had rendered them- .
selves unworthy of the namevand the privileges of men.

Among

the

‘marked

characteristics: ல்

men in their condition of society, suspicion

"ever holds a distiiguished place. However
little accustomed they may be to enquire —
on other sukjects, whenever what they con~
sider to be an innovation is proposed, they
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immediately suspect the innovators to be
actuated by that selfishness, of which. they?

feel the’ operation to be powerful in themselves. The slightest probabilities are magnified into competent and conclusive eyidence, for what they are previously disposed to believe. Here, then, their attention

would be sufficiently aehatulizing ead nie
lant. 2௫2 ௭
்
ts What cartvaldtleie ;? they oan ‘sayy
‘can the East India-Company derive from

. the abolition of infanticide? What benefit
will

it confer

on, the

Governor-general.?

And especially, what good can result from
it to Colonel Walker,

the

Resident ?.. Of

the Company’s motives, ‘and; those of the
Governor-general, we may not be so competent to judge; but how the abolition of
this practice. is to benefit ‘the Resident, is
utterly inconceivable!
How has he acted —
to us, in other respects? It was by him
that our revenue system has been arranged
in its present order. It was in consequence
of this, that we are relieved frony the most
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‘oppressive ‘exactions, and ‘that’ our “whole
“condition is so much’ ameliorated. “Now,
from all this, he certainly derives no additional emolument:+ nothing bit labour and

anxiety.

POY Hh

SA R

OE

aa

“Tt is true, we have never previously
known any character of this kind ; ; and cannot very readily admit the. idea.of. a man,
a powerful Thakur, more mighty, in ம் any
respects, tkan even our own Rajahs, ;giving

himself so much trouble for nothing ; ‘yet
if he has any secret, and selfish motive, he:
must..be: very dextrous. in concealing. it.
For aman to take so much tr ouble, for’ ‘the

mere pleasure of doing us good, we must
admit to be sufficiently strange, and suf
ficiently simple.
Yet, strange and ஸ்டடி
as it does seem, it appears, in this instance,

to be the case.©

But

still, if it were

the

fact, that he were to gain something, (although

we

cannot conceivé how,) by indu-—

cing us to save our daughters; it is possible

that

it. may,

at the same time, prove ad-

vantageots to ourselves.

Of this, at least,

_ COLONEL, AY SERS
we are certain,

success, &e..

தர

that every, project,. which

he has hitherto carried into effect, has, been
clearly, and. greatly, for our benefit. He
professes to be our friend: and as yet, we
must allow, that we have always found him
such,”

ai

off

a ௮.

அ

ன

டு

|

the above, I have met with a very

sensible paper, the writer of which had been acconsidercable

time

resident

in India,

and

the

coincidence

of

whose remarks, fqunded i in observation, with the reason-

ing, which the subject suggested to my fnind, afforded
“me considerable gratification. The object of the writer
is to defend the Anglo-Indian ladies against | the attack
“made on them by Maria Graham: and, in so far as any
thing of mine may acquire publicity, T should ke happy
that it promoted. the interests of truth, justices, and
Christian charity, by which the author alluded to, seems
to be animated. It must be highly gratifying to” every
-well-disposed and pious mind, to learn, om very satis®
factory evidence,

that

many ladies in India adorn the

profession of the gospel, with those good works, which
|
்
are the best evidence of true cae

_..,¢ In my humble opinion,” say sthe writer, 56 Solita
ed upon opportunities: of personal observation, amiable
i
female characters among the British peculiarly impress

the minds of the natives of India with high respect to-

wards

our nation;

for, to all that i is praise-worthy

and

superior in the other sex, they are "prepared to impute

more or less sinister motives.

‘They dé, indeed, ' per-

ceive that European gentlemen possess mare persever-
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Without imagining the Jahrejahs
to rea_
son very closely’ or philosophically onthe

subject, we may yet suppose, such ideas as
these, to have passed through their minds;
ideas,- which

were unavoidably

suggested

by the amelioration of their circumstances,

and the daily incidents and intercourse of
life. It is impossible to develope the various considerations, which
‘minds, and the ee
*
os

.

‘

influenced their
energy, which

ஆக்

ச

்

An

+

Fs
Sri
ih

uP
ie

ing purpose and activity of mind than themselves; ரம் ்
they will suspect that some latent
sway their most laudable conduct.

self-interest must
Not, alas! being

capacitated to trace the influence of pure religion, they
naturally suppose, that love of money or fear of punishment,

are,

in

the

minds

of our countrymen,

the

two

‘master impulses, which stimulate to good, or restrain
from evil. But to purity and excellence in our females,
they can impute no such motives.
Ladies are engaged
in no money transactions; and, however they may

act,

no suspension‘from the service, no reprimand of

Government,

or

hangs

875.

ணாக

ஊன

1

Even are they uninfluenced by, all degrading fear of
How, then;'do the wondering
their own husbands !
ftatives see’ them ‘use their Christian liberty, and not.

abuse it?

It isin a manner, which impresses them with

some perception of the trutu.”
October 18i%, p. 639.
3

Christian

Observers
்
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from ‘the

time the first proposition on the subject was,
made, and the most stout and stubborn re-°
- sistance to

it offered,

till the

intensity
of

that opposition was gradually relaxed, and
finally changed into compliance.
This,

_ however, we know, that the discussion of
the subject among themselves was favourable to the cause of humanity,

Resident had- espoused.

which the

‘* By, discussing

the subject,” says the Colonel, “ frequent- ly. in the public Kutchery,* and exposing the-enormity of the practice, as contrary to the

precepts

dictates of nature,

of religion “and the

every cast came to ex-

press an abhorrence of infanticide, and the
inveterate prejudices of the Jahrejahs
gan-to be shaken.
The maxims and
sions, which favoured infanticide, were
bably, for the first time, canvassed and
sured with freedom.
The progress of

system was

slow;

but it was

* Court of Justice.

:

bepasprocenthis

insensibly

.
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spreading its influence, and became a subject of universal conversation. The novelty
of the attempt, and the extraordinary nature of the subject, also EERE general
attention.*
ஸி
_ For nearly a cupid + we have no written

communication

from Jehajees or his Va-

keel, on the subject of infanticide.

In the

miean time, however, the cause of humanity

was

gaining

strength;

and

the

Rajah

at

length transmitted a note to Colonel Walker, expressive of less resistance, than for-,

merly; and though still requiring, that the
first example should be given by ‘others,
yet willing to relax in the particularity of
the persons, whose example should be fol-

pi

lowed.
The whole of the note referred
* From

follows:

to, is as

motives of friendship, the

Honourable Company are urging me to preTo .this I agree, if
serve my daughters.
6

* Report, par. 244—246.
+ From 26th September till Zs

oo

_
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proposed the insertion of the names of the

“Rao of Kutch, and Jam of Nowanaggur;
but, aware that this was promising almost
nothing, the Resident positively refused
the paper, unless it contained the name of
Dewajee of Gondal. * Jehajee’s concurrence with the Resident’s request was considered as an indication of a more favourable disposition, and that his reluctance to

abandon infanticide had, at all events, ceased to be extreme.
i
In this state of things, the detachment,

commanded by Colonel Walker,

in the

course of their operations, had occasion to
traverse the country, whick regarded Jam
as its chief,-and, in a short time, arrived at
Kundorna.
The circumstances were favourable to the Colonel’s project ; and the

reader may imagine with what eagerness
and delight, every such opportunity would
be improved for the promotion of the great
cause.
:
* Report, par. 251.

ee
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advantage, afforded

by this station, for communicating witli
Jam; there aas another of an incidental
nature, not less propitious to the great design. Wassonjee Eswurjee, Vakeel of the
Gondal chief, (who, it will be recollected,
was the othér chief, whose example was re-

quired by Jehajee,) then resided-in camp.
Thus the. Resident had many opportunities
of conversing with him, on the,subject, in

which he felt such deep interest; and of

‘urging the employment of his good offices
with his chief.
The Vakeel was a respec- :
table Brahmin, of good understanding and
-moral sensibility.
The application was not
in vain.
He was easily induced, we are’
told, to unite his influence with that of the

Resident,in order to prevail on his master
to enter into a formal obligation, to abolish 3
infanticide.

_ While every thing was thus igheaning
on the view, the transaction of affairs, con-

nected with the revenue, required the presence of Wassonjee at Gondal.

Previous-
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.

ly to his departure, however, he privately
‘gave the Resident assurances, in which the

_ latter thought, he might safely confide, that.
he should return with

authority from his

master, to enter into any engagement, that

should be deemed necessary, for the aboli-

tion of infanticide, in that district of country, in which his power was acknowledged.
As formerly, one difficulty and discouragement oseemed

merely

to prepare the

way for others; and to crowd in such close
succession, as might well fill the most sanguine mind with despondency; so now, the
- time appeared to be equally prolific of propitious events.
Among his coadjutors, in
‘this important moral enterprise, the Resident mentions,

with

peculiar

regard and

gratitude, Wittol Row Dewajee, commander of the Guicawar army.
6 It is with
great pleasure,” says he, “ that I mention
his cordial

and

zealous

assistance,

in this

and every endeavour for suppressing infan-

ticide.”—* This officer,” he adds, “ with

the peculiar ardour of his character, e=*-
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braced every occasion of exposing the enormity of the crime; and of promoting, by”
his argumentssand influence, a detestation
of the practice.” *

While relating this gratifying incident,
we

left Wassonjee

chief

of

Gondal;

on

his

and

mission

the

reader

to the
is,

no

doubt, now looking with impatience for his
return. In due time, he was again in the

’ camp...

He began by expressing the reluc-

tance of his master at being the first to
give an example, ‘which might expose him
to the reproach of his cast.—But why-protract the suspense of the benevolent mind?

and it is to the benevolent alone that suspense will, in this case, be painful.
The Vakeel’s relation of what had pas-

sed on the subject, ended in his executing,.
on the part of his master, & deed of the
most solemn, effectual, and binding nature,
by which is, RENOUNCED, ‘FOR EVER, THE
PRACTICE

OF

INFANTICIDE.

* Report, par. 260.
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The mind that has felt interested by the
‘preceding narrative will now be relieved
from the suspense; and from the alternations

of hope and fear, which a general knowledge of the issue could not entirely re-

move, and, uniting curiosity with calmness
of reflection,

will be in a state

favourable

to the perusal of the document now noticed, of which a copy will be found in the
Appendix..*
3
Thus far, then, after many misgivings of
heart, and evil forebodings,

ed

within

view

of our

we have arriv-

destined

object.

Filled with admiration and delight, we are
disposed to pour forth our thanks and con-

* gratulations, to the ardent and persevering
friend

of humanity,

from

the

success

of

whose labours, our pleasure is derived. »

The indulgénce,

however,

of a disposi-

tion, so grateful to our feelings, we must
be contented, for alittle, to suspend. Pleas- .
ing

and

important as

are

the advantages

already gained ; we must not hope to contemplat® their completion, till we have at* See Appendix, No. 2.
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tended Colonel Walker through the unexpected mortifications, disappointments andOpposition, which yet await him.
Of the two chiefs, whose example was
required by Jehajee, as the condition of his

relinquishment

of infanticide; there

still

remained onie, whose concurrence had not
been obtained.
That chief was Jam Jus: sajee.
His conduct affords a striking instance of the’ trouble and vexation, with

which the weak and unworthy may some‘times encumber the accomplishment of |
great designs.
ன்
_ His character was marked by whatever
is disgusting and degrading. Arrogance
and meanness, cruelty and cowardice, ab-»
ject submission and treacherous intention,
insolence

and timidity, are kindred quali-

ties, whose union was eminently displayed
in the conduct of this chief.

_ The deed of relinquishment, executed by
the Vakeel, Wassonjee, had not yet receiyed the signature of the Gondal chief. That
this, however, would be obtained, there ap-
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peared to be
and upon

no

the

rational cause

faith

of it all

the

to doubt;
Jahrejah

chiefs, in that district, with the single ex‘ception of Jam, declared their ready and
cordial ‘concurrence.
But now that it ஹூ
peared probable, that the cause of feeling
and of nature would speedily triumph over
all opposition ; not only had he recourse to
every subterfuge and artifice, to evade the
obligation himself; but, by niessengers and

letters, he used

every effort to dissuade’

Dewajee of Gondal from giving validity to.
the instrument of abolition. But, in the
turpitude of character, which he expected
to find, or create in Dewajee, he was hapily disappointed.
The deed received his
ratification, and, immediately after, that of

the other chiefs.
Shame

the

cause

அப

is seklom

felt poignantly, where

for it is great.

existence of virtuous

be the aberrations
feeble was éts

It implies

sentiment,

whatever

of actual conduct.

influence

on Jam,

the
56

however;

that he found himself perfectly competent
=
|

©

00003

மாூககறறாட்தி 810018), 8௦...

to pursue his craft, and
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selfishness in all

the forms, in which they still appeared prac+
ticable.

Pereeiving his designs upon De-

wajee
to be frustrated, finding that this
chief had ratified the engagement, and that

the example would be immediately followed.
‘by the rest, he naturally, though reluctantly, anticipated the necessity of his own con-

currence. Although, however,

possible

it now became

im-

to avoid altogether his concur-

‘rence in the deed of relinquishment; he
imagined, that, by a little dexterity, invigorated by a due proportion of effrontery ;
he might procure such a modification of
his engagement, as would leave himself
personally, little, if at all, affected by it.
Fully furnished, accordingly, with all the

mean and base qualities, requisite on the

occasion, he “ proposed, that neither himself, nor his own offspring, should be included in the engagement, but that he should
bind himself for his relations, and their off

spring, only to renounce infanticide.”
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Colonel Walker was aware, however,
from the beginning, that any species of mo-

ification might prove fatal to his object.
At a time when his hopes were most faint,

at a time when we should not have accused him of want of perseverence, though he

had for ever abandoned his generous project, and, at atime, therefore, when the
temptation to concession was great ; Jeha-

jee promised the relinquishntent of infanticide, on condition of receiving certain valuable considerations, which he specified.,
But even

then

the

Resident resisted the

proposal ; and while he gave assurances of
general friendship, both on his own part,
‘and that of the Company’s

Government;

he pointedly refused any thing direct and
stipulated.
It was not to be expected,
therefore, that avhat had been formerly

50.

strenuously resisted would now be conced-

ed;

and Jam was accordingly informed,

that

his proposal was inadmissible,

as it

was incompatible with the first principle in

Sis

npgieeiaindes

A

|

_
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the engagement, which was that of unqualified and unconditional relinquishment.
*
Now, driven from every subterfuge, he
saw nothing remaining for him, but implicit concurrence.
Finally, therefore, like
the rest of the Jahrejahs, he affixed his sig-

nature to the deed of abolition.

The reader may naturally suppose, that,
now, at least, we have done. with Jam Jussajee; and we shall forgive hin, should he

charitably imagine,

that the dark shades ©

. upon his character have

too broad a pencil.
one trait still to add,

been laid on with

We have, however,
and a trait,

which, it

is to be feared, will deepen, instead of light-

ening, the previous shades. It shall be gi
ven in the words of Colonel Walker:

“ It

is sufficient,” says he, “ to expose the unworthy motives of this chief, to mention,

‘that, after he had agreed to the engagement for renouncing infanticide, he had
the effrontery and meanness, to ‘solicit an
abatement of his revenue, in order to reimburse the expence, which, as He alleged,

112.
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be liable to, in con-

sequence of bringing up his daughters.” *
Amid the general unanimity to abolish
infanticide, which now prevailed, there still

remained another person of influence, from
whom resistance was experienced. This
was no other than Dossajee, the
Mallia, of whom

chief of

it has been already stated,

in its proper place, that he had spareda
daughter.

-The

act of mercy,

it is true,

did not result from the spontaneous - exercise of parental feeling ; but still it origin-

ated in an amiable principle: it was a concession to the wishes of his wife. Besides
this auspicious fact, there were other circumstances, which taught the Resident to
place some measure of reliance on this

_ chief.

He had given direct, and repeated

assurances, by hts Vakeel, of his readiness,
to renounce

or himself, and to co-operate,

in abolishing among others, the abominable
practice of female infanticide. It deserves,
also, to be stated, that, when the chief of
©

* Report, par. 268.

.
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Moorbee communicated the written en-_
gagement to abandon the practice, if the
_ example- were

and

given by the Nowanageur

Gondal Wallas;

Dossajee granted a

similar writing.
Contrary to the ‘expectations, however, which these facts war-

ranted; when it came

that he was requi-

red to sign the final and formal deed of renunciation, he used every artifice, and eva-

sion he could’ contrive, to. aren or defer
compliance.
ற்கு probability i is, that, at first, as considered the project of abolition to be perfectly visionary and impracticable,

and the

difficulties in the way of its accomplishment, altogether insurmountable.
He
would consider, that it was wise to. conciliate the friendship of Colonel Walker,
when he could do it by promises, which
cost him nothing, as he should never be
required to fulfil them ; and. that, on the
same. principle, it would be folly ‘to hesitate, in granting a written engagement, si-

milar to that of Jehajee, since neither the
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_one nor the other should ever be required
‘to do any thing more.—It would appear
that Jehajee was aware of the consequen-_
ces of nominating the Gondal chief, as an

‘example; otherwise he never would have
hesitated, when his name was proposed.
Dossajee, on the other hand, less acquainted with his principles and character, did not
hesitate in promising to follow the exam-.
ple, because he never imagined it would be

given.

ட

The case,

now, ண்

் very plain one.

Dossajee

was

ண்ட

stood engaged,

both by word and writing, to act in confor-

mity to a certain specified example: that
“example had been already given, and had
likewise obtained’ universal imitation ; farther delay on his part, therefore, which
must finally prove fruitless, he now perceiv-

ed to be idle ; and he accordingly subscri- '

bed a deed of the same nature with that,
which had obtained the signatures! of the
other chiefs.*
ப் Dossajee,

:

the Jahrejah chief of Mallia, was one of

த்
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ninsula of Guzerat.

In. that country no-

thing was wanting to render the triumph
of
ட்ட
have

கண்களை

The Residensshadalte

ப
Pe s =
See
plundered st laid waste. the

gia es _ ome
சாபா.

tory, and hitherto defied all efforts for their
ee
tion.
Sui
esos 5k, aR
“The dab astated extent of countrys saiouharebiaite
' the troops have marched, is a sufficient evidence of their
t
—
depredations; but this bears but a அப்ல proportion to
their actual‘extentjit-))
+ ul
தகர விச் ஒறுகித்க்
«c The
அறப் of this cee of. bandit has been
reserved for the zeal and gallantry of British troops,
and the memorable example’ “which has been effectedin |
the assault of yesterday, it is hoped, will have |aimosbd
salutary impression on the country.

ain

:

_* As’ the assault took place in the presence of seve:
zal of the Brahmins and of the Vakeels of the chieftains
of the country, a military spectacle of a column of Bri-:
tish troops, marching in open day, to the attack of ¢ Bs
“fort; against which batteries had not long been ‘opened, : ©
was

sshiitedy

of which

they could have entertained.

previously no just conception; but. which could. not_
fail to establish, in the minds

throughout the couatry,

of those spectators,

and

sentiments of the highest ரக.

spect and admiration. — In fact, the commanding. officer |

is well assured, that this effect was produced, in proportion to the reputation, which the desperate banditti ©
of Mallia,

had acquired,

in their

repeated success,

in

repulsing the operations of powerful native armies, and
their daring defiance of every restraint of lawful authority,” &c.
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ment,

in one quarter,

has the effect of

‘prompting new enterprise and new energy
in another?
௦
ர்

~ From the facts detailed in the preceding
"narrative, it is evident, that Colonel Walker considered the abolition of female infanticide, as a thing that could not be pur-

chased too dearly.

Till the enterprise ~

should be fairly proved to be impracticable,

he was resolved to regard it as what must

be accomplished; and of its impracticability, no proof was.to be admitted as fair and .
full, till every imaginable expedient had
been attempted, and till all the influence
and energy, which he could command, had.
been thrown into. action, and the result as-

certained.

Instead

of

considering

the.

cause as hopeless, because he had been dis-

appointed in one attempt, or because one
expedient had failed, he considered how
the disappointment

turned to advantage.

and. failure might

be:

For.contrivance and on

personal exertion, in all their variety, and

in all their extent, were considered as well

i
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properly than’ hist hopes, had been ‘accomi Guzerat, the renewal of his ef‘plished in
\

forts in Kutch seemed to promise a simiகண
கற
நனை
1ஹாணணியல்.
On the 9th of

irked

1808, according-

ly, Colonel Walker again addressed Fat:
teh Mahomed by letter, urging his good
offices for the abolition of female

infanti-

cide, by every motive, which self-interest,
humanity, and the principles of the Maho:
medan faith could furnish ; and while endeavouring to convince his reason, he did’
not fail to address the Jamadar’s vanity, by
referring to the fame of the great charac-

ter, which he bore in the country of Kutch,

for humanity

and the love of justice.—

“I feel,” adds the Resident, “a strong desire to write you

much

at length on this

subject; but to’ the wise a hint is enough.”*
The

communication of October preced-

ing was

sufficient to secure Colonel Wal-

ker from carrying his admiration of the
ட

* See the whole letter in the Appendix, No. 3. —
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Jamadar’s wisdom to any

undue excess;

but he owas still unavoidably led to

rate his power.

over-

To this letter we have al-

ready adverted, as well as to the political
situation of Fatteh Mahomed, ‘in which that
extraordinary production originated. © To
the Resident’s last communication,

‘an an-

‘swer was received about the middle of February following, containing a great deal
of similar matter.

பத்ததி

தக 2

ச வதர ra

It breathes the same’ spirit of Jabrejah
அவ்ண்ிகிர and defends the abhorrent practice of infanticide, as inviolable, on the

ground of its antiquity, and the universal
deference, with which it had been treated.

__It had

been sanctioned, it is pretended,

by the lapse: of five thousand years, and
uniformly respected by every government,
with which the Jahrejahs- had been connected. Every thing in this letter exhi-

bits the special pleading of a Jahrejah for
e infanticide, exthe abominable. practicof

cept a reference to that principlé of Islam-

ism, which deprives men
of free ‘agency, |

-
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as well.as free will, and rende
them rs
inca:
*pable of evil, as:well as of good, -by ascrib-

the: irresistito ever
ing every event what

ble, and irreversible decree of Heaven:—
“ It is the decree of Heaven—God: the

merciful, the King of the two. worlds, be —
praised |__Every, one: is. pleased! with his
owndgithitts
In this

ae

to badevipdossd

EH
SG
clause, we find him again re-

lapsing into’ the Hindu superstition, which
represents it as “equally rational, that men
should have different religions, as that: they:

should inhabit different countries —“ On
this account,” continues the epistle, apparently. of the J amadar, but really of the
Jahrejahs,—* 2 On this account, and as the

Jabrejahs. are the relations, and brothers of
Rao Saheb, and Iam an adherent of this
D irbar, it is not proper for me to. say any

thing. on the subject to the Jahrejahs, and
it would not have effect, nor ever will.”

‘The conclusion of this paragraph. incon:

ஆல்: what was afterwards more definitely
ascertained, that the Jamadar’s. ராடை in
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ஊவா,

had’ not’ only been over-rated, bat
It’

almost merely nominal. *

fact,

indeed, that this letter, had
was ii
been dictated byJahrejah chiefs, to whom
a Brahmin acted as amanuensis
; that there
was not amore dependentnman in Kutch,
than Fatteh. Mahomed; and that whatever
hopes might be cherished of abolishing inoS

OTeEG i

ink; படட

ied

bad ம

எங்கப்? ஆந்த

athe:

ab

sentences will be requisite toscominunicate

just notions of | the Jamadar’s situation.—In_ some respects |his: power is ‘paramount in Kutch. He holds the.
person of his: ‘sovereign in’ confinement, and exercises
~ the government
in - his name; but actually at his own
discretion. The rest of the Jahrejah chiefs in Kutch

submit to this’ ‘usurpation 5; as, in times of public disorder, they have the means’of increasing their own power
and consequence.
Thus- their | privileges and the»
‘sphere |of their’ கடம் are extended ; which their
own sovereign, in posséssion of| power, or at liberty to.
ட் exercise its, would. be. disposed to. curb. ‘and. restrain.
Tn this situation, howe ever, Fatteh Mahomed holds his

power, only by the |‘sufferance of the chiefs, and dares
*

not attempt so great an innovation on the fundamen-

tal customs of the J jahrejahs, as the abolition of infanticide. His feelings, too, are, no doubt, blunted, by
seeing this‘crime against nature, so generally committed by those, whose favour it'is his interest to cultivate,
‘and on whose pleasure, itin fact,

power depends, ~

the continyance of his

_

ந86
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முட...

fanticide in: that country, hittlel owas’ to

“be expected from the Jamadar.—* It ap
pears,” says the Resident,
‘ that the Jah-

rejali Byaud of Kutch could ‘easily over- turn the usurped authority of Fatteh Ma+

homed, and that they only sanction,
or sub+
mit to it, in consideration that. they have
acquired thereby an extension of their own

authority, and many illegal possessions5
‘but it is generally understood, that, if. this
Jamadar attempts to deprive them of any
of their privileges, or to circumseribe their :

unjust acquisitions, they could, without
much: difficulty, deprive. him. of. his. own
power. Under these circumstances,” he

‘adds, “ we cannot, probably, indulge any
strong hope, that the suppression. of infanticide will soon be attained in Kutch, and

in the actual state of affairs in that country, they may afford some apology for
Fatteh Mahomed, appearing as a constrained advocate, perhaps, for the unnatural —
crime of infanticide.”* ©"
ENT
#

* ஷட் par. 21, 276...

Fuge

உர்கிற்கே
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the barbarous custom had been treated’ by
‘every “Persian, or Arabian sovereign, who

has flourished on earth;”

and adds, “ it

must be accordingly inexpedient and improper in me, who have been cherished by
his Highness, to discuss this subject with
the Jahrejah people.” In conclusion, he
offers his unreserved services, on all suitable occasions,

always, however, excepting’

from this character, the particular point in
question ; but regarding future correspon-

dence on other subjects, as the “ —
human felicity.”

Although

ல் :

அல்ஒ

previous ப ண்ண்ணை ந்த்!

checked the more ‘sanguine aspirations of
‘hope; the substance of this letter was as
discouraging, as was, even in these circum-

stances, to be anticipated.

who

With a man,

will fairly look an argument in the

_face, (if the expression be allowed,) there
is reason to expect, that the cause of truth

and

humanity

will finally

prevail.

But

when every appeal to the understanding
and the heart, and the yet more awful con-

|
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siderations, which involve the: approbation,
or. disapprobation of Him, who trieth the >

heart, and whe will finally decide upon the
secret thoughts, as well as the outward act,

are met by
words,

mere jargon and a jingle of,

there

is felt something more dis-.

couraging than

decided ‘opposition itself,

where. that pee
௦ ஊம். யில் ௮ம்

retains any
ண்மை
னன் வன விவய ye teh

_ There seems to hee just reason,for apprehending, that. the Jamadar feels not the
least assignable interest in the abolition of
infanticide; and that, for the accomplish-

ment of it, he would not risk the smallest
chance of suffering
in his individual in-

of: the

Company’s Government, provided

his more immediate interests remain unaf-"

fected. This unquestionable fact holds out
encouragement for perseverance ; and, in-)

deed, after the difficulties already encountered and

overcome in Guzerat, nothing
த்

6

terests.
At the same time, it is evident,
that he is desirous
of subserving any views

_
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_ but demonstrated impossibility should re-

jax the efforts of philanthropy in Kutch. “Impressed, no doubt, with such views,
the Bombay Government, zealously persevere in the noble enterprise.

From their

late President, indeed, the Honourable Jonathan Duncan, we should naturally expect
whatever wisdom and benevolence could
effect;

and we

cannot

be insensible to a

species of consecrated admiration, when we
contemplate this venerable man devoting
his last labours to the promotion of this’.
good .cause. Towards the end of March,
1811, he addressed another letter to Fatteh
Mahomed, characterised by a zeal and arworthy of his object.*

ட

- திறப

ட

அந்த eee

106 motives suggested for the

Jamadar’s consideration, Mr Duncan refers
to Colonel Welker’s exertions in Katty-.
war, and the success, with which they were

crowned.

And it is very gratifying to ob-

serve the terms,

©

in which

he

oy © See Appendix, No. 3.
3

is able to_
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mention his own labours, in the same cause,
_ many years before, in the Zilla of Juanpore

in. the provinge of Benares, among the Rajpoot tribe of Raj-Koomars. * Since which,”
adds he, “ the acts of these Raj-Koomars |
have remained unsullied with such barbar-eus and unnatural deeds, as the murder of
their own offspring.—I inclose,”. he continues, “a translation of the engagement,
which these Raj-Koomars, on that account,

entered into, under date the 17th Decemறல 1789. And the respectable Captain
Carnack, Resident at Baroda,* will forward
a transcript of the engagement to the same
effect, entered into with Colonel Walker,

by the Jahrejahs of Kattywar, both which,

writings I recommend. your confidentially
imparting, together with copies of my former and present letters to you on this im-

portant subject, to some of the most discreet
of the headm
ofen
that tribe in Cutch, and
* To

this

Gentleman, who has succezded

Colonel

Walker, it is natural to look with eager expectation.

_

tary.

AKC n their

sense ர ரபமமய

feelings to
to a,

ன க

லட்

they and. their ancestors, have, been. thus
longyinured.”

wbodd

Wtenoe

‘s. eiott Sark

we have not yet learn,
Of this application

ed the result. That little immediate ad-_

vantage was derived from it, appeafrom
rs
the fact, that, up to the date of October
following, it had. Ree SH me aRSTEREY dn

,

உறவின்! letter from | Bombay of that

date, there is.a reference to chgioasineid
prevalence of the practice in Kutch, with

promises on the part of that Presidency
to

“persevere in so worthy a cause, till: their

efforts issue in the accomplishmentof their
ShPob iis

Hin oy

eels rar) teh இழுத்த

௩ would be jdle to. enter more particu:

larly into the detail of measures, which have

hitherto proved inefficient... It, will naturally. bé imagined, that, they bore as near

an, analogy.
to, those, which, WEF SUCCES

fully adopted in Guzerat, -as the circumBet =r

“€

as
é bey

த்

4

4
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ved the final antes

4 மசின

of the phil

அன்கல்
(Ge OAs
- thropic project.—
Not again to enter into minuter views af
the’ stibject, we may conclude, from the
preceding details, that there exits between
the Jahrejah population of Guzerat and
their chiefs, a bond of union similar to that,

which formerly constituted the spirit and

essence of the feudal system in’ Europe.
The chief enjoyed all the power of a despot, without the odium and insecurity at-

tached to: the ‘name. - Nothing could ex-:
ceed the promptitude and extent of obe-

dience, which he experienced, nor the sincerity of attachment, whence it proceeded.

‘The meanest vassal considered

himself ‘as

promoting his personal interest and honour
in those of his chief: the same blood flowed

in the veins of both ; and of both the para-

mount object was the honour of the clan.
This system involved the most complete.
subjection, in union with the loftiest sentiments of independence and freedom. — ப
“Such a’state of society presents a power-
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ful barrier to, improvement, or even; to
change.

To maintain the pleasure of the.

chief. against another clan, or even. against

the sovereign himself, was. identified, with
the point of honour,

which was personal to

each individual vassal.
When the spirit of
_ clanship exhibited itself in
: acts of. insuboor

dinationto regal authority, legislative en-

actment was found to be futile, and of no

avail. If kingly power were employed,
to

crush
a single clan, its pretensions, be they.

ever 80 unjust, were immediately, supported.
by other clans, however rancorous had, been
> feuds, which formerly existed between

them. . Reciprocity of interests, in similar|
cabencien

constituted a claim, which ne- >

er was urged in vain, and 2 bond of union,.

ce
the temper ary oblivion.
- of,former differences...
கிம்
விலக ய
Those who possess the least. smattering gc
of: knowledge in the history of our own;

country, know with what. difficulty. this...
closely compacted system, wasbroken, in.;

Scotlands _ But, it was broken; and there

206
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is: nothing shynedege of which

‘and:

/invineibility.

immutability can'‘be'predicateds’ To!
produce ‘the first-simpression, ‘constituted
the’ great difficulty... This’ being ac¢ome

plished, the rest follwith
owed
more rapie
!

dity than the apparent ‘durability
of the’

materials seemed topromises’)

4) Gon

» It is obvious, that, inthe® Scottish clans,’

we have selected a strong casé;:with which

to compare the sta
of the
te
Jahrejahs in
Guzerat.. In this last country, the தபர்
had: long been’ broken. \ The Rajahs were

themselves,
to no inconsiderable extent, in’

astate of vassalage. Consolidation’of power,
and-union ‘of interests; existed no more:

_ Sentiment, ‘prejudice, and particularly: the
associations connec
ted
‘with consangui
nity,

formed the only basis,0on which the‘autho-.

rity of the chieftain rested.'> Before:théinfluence*of knowledge, and ‘the perception’ -

of ' other interests; his power must gradual-

ly-dwindle into: debility, ‘and’his. authority:

into a name: VQ Sds to : Tepradziqnsc9bs ஒண்

ட

பப் longer possesses the
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the Company's government, ‘were now

co

hinedwoob 4487 ai Jateoeseeot a as
= To some, perhaps, these ‘remarks may.
to: bear very directly upon'the
not appear
‘subject immediately: before us; which: was ;
announced to be
a view of the means taken

torgive effect. to. the engagements
of the
Jahrejahs.~ It is presumed, however,

that

closer inspection ‘will satisfy: th he ingenuous
inquirer, that-the facts, by whichthese:ob- ©
' servations have been suggested, guarantee, ©

in a great measure, thesecurity
ஹம் விட்.
ciency of the more detailed and palpable
means, which ‘were adopted for that, purpose, as well as open up yet: more iexten-

—

sive moral prospects...) @\)) eo. எம்
°° Having adverted to these ‘general

ன்
ov

ciples,"we shall now attend’to கள்ளிப் ்
and: extent: of: those

particular», engage-

ments, into which the Jahrejah chiefs en-
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ers-to

relinquish female infanticide:

The

‘Biden toniinwe
deed; which was ratified.

-by every chief, possessing’
the smallest de-

‘gree of independence, extend
to every fa-

‘mily in the peninsula
of Guzerat. Female

‘infanticide
is represented, in this document,
as‘a crime, blackened
with every imaginable
ee as Co ‘trary to the Hindu faith,

involving the greatest guilt, that can
‘the nature of man, னல்ல

the ‘perpetrator tothe severest and unimaSinable horrors of hell in.

oie

In’ this deed, in short,
is brought
together, —
- in one view, whatever can’ appal snd ho
rity the mind against.a’ crime, commit
in defiance of reason; of felings and of

ligion. The divine. vengeance is:
2
sented as pursuing the guilty inthis world,
ட as well as in the world to cqme, as_ With‘holding earthly prosperity, and’ poisoning
the springs
of every human comfort. "The

subscribers to the deed,accordingly dcknowledge fe
eli cond
ae
are
ee ata
அர்க்க odt dati oft தில் ர)

_
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_ gard to the honour of their religion, and te
their present ‘and future welfarenoo. 9/7
<JTo the sanctions of religion isiadded that .

of-expulsion from cast:-an infliction, which,

though less. awful and-tremendous than
‘Europeans have been. generally taught :to

believe, is yet sufficie
great ntly
to guard
| men‘against the incurrence of it on slight

grounds. Supposing, therefore; the bosom
‘steeled. against all the. tender, emotions of

nature, and parental. affection, a thing
-which is not to be imagined,
in ordinary
“eases sand, supposing the degraded, and
brutalized: mind, to. regard the rearing of
‘female children, only. in, reference)
to the

_ &xpence,: which | it involves; ‘still that
ex‘pence, or, which: is the same, thing, the
pri-

vations originating init, will,. even’ when

exaggerated to the

utmost, appear slight

_and trifling, compared. to the: evils of| ex-.

-pulsion from cast, the reprobation.
of. their

~ brethren, and other. temporal அல்கல்

~ which are yet. unnoticed si wioss.osls:
spabh

zt ~ Now,:in the engagement, all
this is pro-

:
.

the exte
அலவ
«
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their engagements, accordingly; regular

‘ periodical returns are required to be made
of the visible operation of thé new system;
and it is enjoined, that, during the first
years, in particular, minute and special attention be paid to the accuracy and regularity of these returns.—“ You are accordingly,” continues the letter, “desired to
‘concert with the Guicawar government,
the best means for obtaining periodi¢al no-

tices of the operation of the obligations:
making

it, also, a rule to submit,

(exclu-

sive: of such intermediate reports as may
‘become necessary,) one general statement

‘on the last day of each year, how far the
' amended system has been acted on and
observed ; what deviations are known, or
“suspected,

to

have been

made

from ‘its

rules, and what measures pursued for their
enforcement:
the whole to be accompanied
‘with

gn

estimate of the number of lives,

“that may, under the blessing of divine Pro-

vidence, be thus ultimately saved to the
community.”

MEANS TAKEN TO SECURE
THE ABOLITION. 215°
- Although the nature, of: the case precludes.the; possibility of perfect accuracy,’ —

in the detection)
of delinquents ; yet; the -

number of female, children,
in every Jahrejah family,
will afford. general. evidence,

which) will derive subsidiary. confirmation
from: several. collateral circumstances... It

owas proposed, that, in cases,
in which the
iolation of their engagements.
had. been.
“gacartained,, ©“a moderate fine should — be
always imposed, with the privity. of the Bri. tish government,” through theResident ;
eda

a

rage |

and “ the amount of it applied to the re-

lief of those among

the more indigent

classes of the Jahrejahs,

who should be

-known to fulfil and adhere to the letter and

_ spir
of it
their engagements.”—If, however,

. cases should occur, in which pecuniary penalty might

not. be deemed the most விட

cacious, recourse might be had to. “ the infliction of such different. description of penalties as the local authorities might

deem

the most impressive, .and likely +o. ensure
the attainment of an object, SO. highly. sa-

©
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lutary, and indispensible in-all’ resp
is the extirpation of the baneful practice of
infanticide, from all the districts of Katty:
war, with an ultimate view to the

same

hu-

mane object in Kutch.”
சா
“'The requisition of periodical réturnswas
obviously judicious; but the mist effectual

mode’ of administering what was now hap-

pily become law, as’ obviously depended
much more upon the wisdora and zeal of —
the local authorities, than:
upon the Bombay government; and on their discretion .

and energy; —
mately depend.»

தி4க

mae: will: ultiஇடு

(SKHES

கத்தத் -

In reviewing the means_ ldddgtad to give
- efficiency to the abolition of the atrocious
and unnatural practice of infanticide; it will
be allowed, that they promise as much success, as any expedients, which we might

fairly anticipate from human wisdom and
foresight.

What was formerly deemed an

honourable distinction and privilege of the
Jahrejahs,. now draws upon them infamy

and disgrace: what was once associated

“Wow FAR EXPECTATION IS JUSTIFIED.
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the materials, on which we have to operate;

it is generally found, that there is so much
of the intractable and inflexible, left out of
view in our calculations, and for the counof which, accordingly, no proviteraction
sion has been made, that, in the moment

of expected triumph; defeat and

disappoint-

ment paralyse our efforts, and

extinguish

Tn such a work of ‘reformation,

our hopes.

therefore, vas’ has occupied

| oyr attention,

to have anticipated success, in every individual instance, would involve- great.ignoyance of

human. nature:— But ‘when it: is

considered that the portion: of: human nature, on which the experiment was to. be
made, was such
tan,

“where

as is exhibited in Hindus.

we have

been accustomed

to

hear it so stoutly maintained, that every
thing is immutable,
and must for everremain
as it now is, we might be excused for con-

siderable misgivings of heart, and for cherishing hopes of a very undaring nature. «_ The

r,
ted“us
result; howe
hasve
warran

to say, with an elevated: and decisive tone,

நமை

leon

vite the fends of the uma

ee

we

iit!

raceSMeige

that gracious! Providence; பரக் lway
_ vours:good designs, “ not to
be wéa

well-doing,” but to be assured,’ that, al

_ due time; they shall reap, if they fail Hoe

_ Indeed, the success of Colonel Walker's”

efforts ‘has been much greater than could’

havefairly
'bee
n as’ if intended
expected,

by ‘Providence to silence for. ever that ignorance and insensibility, which, aunder a»

pretended:affection for the Hindus, would —

leave them+to

all the moral evils of their

present degraded condition.
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Towards the close of’ 1809, Colonel Walker had made ‘a halt at ‘Dherole, where’

such an investigation was instituted, as Circumstances admitted. The instances, reported in his"list, “ fell,” oo he, “ under

my own direct observance. On my halt at
Dherole,” he adds, “ IT had all those in the
‘immediate neighbourhood, who were ca-

pable’ of attending, brought to my tent;
and many were too young to be Brought to
any distance. It was extremely gratify“ing, on this occasion, to observe the triumph
of nature, ‘feeling, and parental affection,

over prejudice and a horrid’ superstition;
and that those, who, but a short period before, “would,
as many of them had done,
have doomed their infants to destruction
without compunction, should now glory in
their
Senos
8 doat on them with
fondness.”*
The list referred to contains. the names
a Colonel Walker's rend
1809.

diated Barodi, 2ஜஸ் Dec.
e

P

eo
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> of. thirty-two families: எஸ்காம்கக்விகாளள்டி,
‘born to.them within the period, to which

the engagement extended, and then alive:
It is peculiarly gratifying
to add, that they:
had been all preserved; and that: no instance ofa; contrary nature had’ been dis.
covered, The parental tenderness displayed on this occasion, will be afterwards 0௦...
ticed

more

particularly

orres

in

th

ட

aromas

another ¢@pie. yoo
In the list, now
a
weed sits
names of several Rajahs, and:
of other fa-’
miliés of respectability and distinction;
in the united influence of whose exaniple

and authority, we may regard some of the
' best securities for the entire extinction of’

the horrid practice of female infanticide. |
- It will be recollected, that, among the)
means suggested

for giving validity to the

measure of abolition, one was to bestow:
presents on the more needy, and, therefore,
more meritorious, of those, who had saved
their daughters. -The fines levied on those;

who had violated their engagements, were

228
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tenant Colonel Walker’s perseverance here=

“in, is entitled to. our highest commendafonvkdaod

cov

அரவு iene

welled Pe

to It-will be gratifying to the reader to see
the opinion

of the government at. home,

formed from the whole evidence before them,

on this important subject. . It is contained
in their political letter of the 26th October
of the same year. Referring to the vas
rious papers transmitted on the subject,
they add:

“ Wherein we

find, that the ar-

rangements adopted by Lieutenant Colonel:
Waiker, for the prevention of this barbarous: custom, have been attended with suc-

cess, and that the reform, in the habits
of the

people, among whom the practice obtained,
had completely taken root, and that natural
affection, and. parental feelings, had so far

begun

to take place of Prejudice, cand sus

perstition, as to leave no doubt of the aboli-.
tion of this inhuman practice, being finally ef-

Jected; and we cheerfully acknowledge Lieu
tenant Colonel. Walker's
ல்.”

merits in having
௦

“CHAPTER

THIRTEENTH.

Effects of the Abolition of Infanticide, in humanixing the general Character of the Jahrejahs—

Anecdotes ilhistrative of this Fast—Prospects

afforded. .
Tue return of parental tenderness to the
bosom,

pressed,

where it had formerly been sup-

must obviously involve

a great

melioration of general character. In a let-°
ter of the Directors at home to the Bombay Government, this is stated, in regard to

the Jahrejahs, not as an inftrence founded

in probability, but as a fact resting on indisputable evidence..

In the political let-

ter,* already quoted, the Honourable Court
மு

* Dated 26th 0௫௭,

1910. *
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having observed, that the arrangements
made by Colonel Walker, “ for the prevention of this barbarous custom$ have been attended with success,” they add, “and that

the reform in the habits of the people,
among whom the practice obtained, had
completely taken root, and that natural af-

fection and parental feelings had. so far hegun to take place of prejudice and
stition, as to leave no doubt of the
of this inhuman practice.”

superடல்
Se

The conclusion contained in this passage
is valuable, on
source-whence
documents, on
‘are warranted,
a fact, that the
cide has been,

account of the respectable
it proceeds, and the official which it is founded..
We
therefore, in assuming it-as
abolition of female infantias it was natural to expect,

the cause of a general melioration’ in the
feelings and habits of the Jahrejals.
This conclusion, however, is obviously to

be understood. generally, and not as a rule
without exceptions.
In the most polished
country ‘on earth will be found men of rude

EFFECTS

OF

ABOLITION, &ex-

THE

3285

and uncultivated habits ; and where moral
and religious ‘principles have attained the
greatest purity, and been most generally
extended, individuals will be found on whom
they have no influence,—“ who neither
fear God nor regard man.” Hence it is,
.that

even in

Britain,

instances of child-

murder occur; and till much more has been
done for India, than has yet been attempt-

ed, we cannot expect its inhabitants to
equal those of our own country.
fact already stated,

however,

That the

is generally

true, will be regarded
by the friend of hu- —
manity, as highly gratifying in itself, and
fraught with encouragement to exert him-

self in the extension to them

of other be-

nefits.
With the fact of the general humanization of character, produced
by the abolition
of infanticide, we are to connect

another,

also, of a most promising and auspicious
nature ; and that is, the currency of general
sentiment, which will naturally>flow in favour of the English. The gratitude ex-
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cited immediately towards Colonel: Walker
will extend, though more faintly, to. the
government, by whom he was, employed ; |
and, in proportion as the natives find the
servants of that government, actuated bya

disinterested zeal for their good, these.sentiments will become more

genéral and. in-

tense, and extend to the British as a nation.
In illustration of what has now been stated,
we may notice one or two incidents, which,

it is presumed, will not be perused without
interest.

:

i

The scene at. Dherale பட been
டது
described in the language, which the unobtrusive modesty of the Resident permit-

¢ed him to use... The female infants, who
had. been preserved in that neighbourhood
by his. wise, and. philanthropic. exertions,
were presented,to him at his tent by, their
parents, who now, he says, ‘ gloried in their
preservation,
and doated on. them with
fondness.” What heart could;be unmoved,
at such a.scene,

even

as. described

unambitieus language here adopted !

in the

and
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where shall we imagine, on earth, such ex-

quisite, unmingled, overwhelming delight,
as must theh have filled his own philanthropic bosom !—But there were heightening circumstances in the scene, for our

knowledge

of which, we are indebted to

another source. ©
pe
;
-’ Being merely on a halt at Dherole, on

his way to Baroda, economy of time, and
not ostentation,

suggested thesexpediency

of having the children, whom he had been
the happy instrument of saving, brought to
his

tent.

The

knowledge

of the fact, of

course, acquired publicity, and collected to
this interesting spectacle, such English’ officers and gentlemen ‘as were’ then in the’
neighbourhood.

An approximation may be

made by imagination to what followed, but
it is beyond the power of description. To
say, that parents, accustomed to murdér
their female infants without compunction,

at their birth, now “ gloried in their preservation,

and

doated

on them’with fond2

ness,” is still an inadequate account of the
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actual scene.

The rapturous bursts of pa-

rental
ports
babes,
death,

feeling and tenderness, the transof maternal affection for the little
torn as it were from the jaws of
acquiring immeasurable excitement

from

seeing, now,

person,

who

had

for the first time,

conferred

on them

the

so

many benefits, constituted altogether someOverthing truly grand and affecting.
come with-<affection and gratitude, the
mothers brought forward their children,
and placing them in Colonel Walker’s
hands, called them his children, for, that to

him they owed their existence, and invoked Heaven and him to protect them.
‘ Another touching little incident men- tioned by a respectable private correspondent in India, should not be omitted in this’

place. It is shortly this: The female children of some families, were taught, as the
first articulate sounds they uttered, to says
“ Couonst WALKER SAVED ME.” *
* In ‘the satis
Jeewaria.”

language : ‘Baker

Saheb

umneh
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- These authentic . and incontrovertible.
facts are-here introduced, not for the pur+

pose’ of affecting the ever-throbbing pulse:
of morbid sensibility ;'but for that of stimu=
_ lating the moral enterprise of the true and

practical friends of mankind; as well as for
laying a solid foundation for particular inces,
ferenin
regard of the innumerable in-

habitants of Hindustan.
To speak of the
people of those vast regions, as justly characterised by the people of a limited dis- trict, may be objected to, as unfair and மாட.
conclusive. A case might occur, in which |
the objection were

tenable; but.instead of

being so,-in the present instance, the sober

and reflecting mind will clearly perceive,
that its tendency is exactly in the opposite
direction. All that is generally distinctive
of the Hindu character, is to be found in
the Jahrejah.
| But this is not all: Whatever of intractable, arising from moral or

physical causes, that is to be found in the
inhabitants of that region, exhibits a peculiar prominency

in the character of this’
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race. Their pride, and exaggerated ideas
of their own dignity and importance, were.

early noticed, and in the course of the narrative, have received sufficient illustration.
These notions,

again,

have been peculiar-

ly cherished, by the physical aspect of their:
country.

Besides that

it. holds’ out few ;

temptations to foreign cupidity: and»cons:
quest; it affords, by its mountains,’ ra-.
vines, and fastnesses, uncommon facilities .
of defence, retreat, and concealment,
and is:

in every way calculated to inspire and sus tain the spirit of daring, of turbulence, and
of ferocity... From these facts, which every~
one at

all acquainted

with the

subject,

‘knows to be indisputable, we desire to draw.
no. other inference than this: that. the
whole race of Hindus may be regarded as.
at. least. equally tractable with the Jahre-»
jahs, and that the means, which have been

found able to move

and meliorate them,

will be found equally so, when’ applied to~
any of the other inhabitants of Hindustan:

Now

it is not intended, at, present, to.

ஈரம்

0
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apply the inference deduced, to all the
cases to which it is applicable, but chiefly’

to notice, in ‘’& general way, the effect of
disinterested ‘generosity, on the minds of
this people.

Gratitude could not be more

marked, than that which has now been no-

‘ ticed.

The name of Colonel Walker,
it is

apparent, will never be forgotten in Guzerat: That name, lisped in the days of infancy, and the tale of individual preservation, associated with the earliest recollec‘tions, will be repeated, and taught, and
transmitted, with maternal fondness and
gratitude, from generation to generation.

It was computed, that, previously to the
abolition, five thousand, annually, were the

victims of infanticide.

What numbers

celebrate the ‘era of female

to

preservation

among the Jahrejahs, and perpetuate the
name of their preserver!
்
Let the scene at Dherole testify the susceptibility of the Jahrejahs to gratitude.

Hitherto they had been unaccustomed to
kindness. Rapacity,
Q

oppression,

and

in-

942
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_ sult, had characterised the acts of their suc-

‘cessive masters; and if they expected any

change, it was only in the measure and the
mode of the iniquity, of which they were
the objects.

Tull lately, also, the name of

England could be associated with few pleasurable emotions, by the native inhabitants
of British India.
From the more generous measures, how-

ever, of recent years, from the more fair
and prompt
redress

administration

of grievances,

of justice

and

and from the many

salutary and benevolent regulations, introduced by the Company’s Government, our
native subjects of Hindustan have already
begun to view Englishmen with a more
favourable eye. The mildness and equity
of British measures in that quarter, we
have reason also to trust,

are only in pro-

gress. There is no doubt, that the interests of humanity and the Company’s
Government

will be,

at the

same

time,

subservéd. by such procedure ; and especially by the gradual extension to the natives
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_of a certain share of subordinate confidence
And it: is with much
and official favour.
' pleasure, that we announce it as a fact, that
such a measure,

is, at this moment, in the

Court of Directors ;

of the
contemplation

and that investigations are making, and.
the opinions of those best able to judge are
in requisition,

relative to the policy and

probable consequences of so doing.

-

_ By entrustitig a certain miner

depart-

ment in each Kutchery,

or Court of Justice,

, to native judges, from whose decisions there

may always be an appeal, very, many advantages will follow.
ances will be always
“more

equitable.

The redress of grievmore speedy, and often

. Several

causes may

be

satisfactorily adjusted in the time occupied

by one,.in present circumstances, when the
judge,

little acquainted with» the customs,

and_as little with the language of the natives, must often. decide upon conjecture,

as well. as conduct the whole proceedings,
through the medium of an, interpreter...
_ By

the

proposed

measure,

much. time
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would be saved for other business, to men
in high official situations. The natives thus

intrusted, and thus honoured, would feel a
new principle of attachment
to the Com-

‘pany’s Government, of which the influence
would gradually pervade the mass of the
population. English power would in some
measure take root in the affections of the

“people, and facilities be thus afforded for
schemes

tion.

¢6f still more extensive meliora-

.

i

Let it never be forgotten, then, that our:

success, in bending to our purposes, the
millions of India, will depend upon the dis-

interested principles of our proceduré, more
‘ than upon any other cause. The suspicions
of the natives, and their prejudices against
us, are already diminishing. “Let philanthropic views be united to those of a wise,
liberal, and enlightened policy; let Colonel
Walker’s success in Guzerat be generally
followed up, with the same generous, per-

severing, and indefatigable efforts, and the
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prospect before us will become bright and

boundless. __

Rio

dai

at

. There is one comprehensive blessing,
however, which some gravely tell us, the
Hindus are incapable, and ever will con-

tinue incapable, of receiving. The reader
will be aware, that the Christian religion is
here meant.

A fair and temperate con-

sideration of this question, which has, of

late, been so. much agitated, wi]l complete
the plan of this volume. It. is not intend, ed, however, to discuss every topic, which
has. been, or could be, introduced on the

subject; but chiefly to apply to it the lead-

ing facts in the preceding narrative, in,connection with others of an analogous nature,»
which, it is presumed, the candid mind will

consider to be decisive of the question.

CHAPTER FOURTEENTH,
The Question of promoting Christianity in India,
illustrated from the Facts of the preceding Narrative, and others that bear upon i.

"Tue details of authentic history may be
regarded in the same light as facts in experimental philosophy.
The science of
physics, in its different departments, lays
open to-us, what had formerly remained —
the mysteries of ‘nature, subjects them to
our scrutiny, and constitutes them the instruments of extending our discoveries.
The science of mind, it is true, has not attained, and may probably never attain, to

that spectes of evidence, called demonstration, of‘ which the properties of material
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are susceptible ; yet,
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of late

years, it has certainly made great advances,,

and has not meanly rewarded, nor feeblystimulated, philosophic pursuit.

Whatever opinions may be formed, however, with regard to the recondite subjects
of metaphysics, it will be acknowledged,
that the active powers of man, regarded as
a being, capable of being impelled, or deterred,

by adequate

motives, aye the ob-

jects of no doubtful science.
Similar com_ binations of circumstances having produced
similar

results,

we

have

reason to expect

corresponding results, from the same given
circumstances.
All that is necessary to
the fairness of this conclusion is, the ad-

mission, that human nature is every where,
and at all times, essentially the same, but
capable of being infinitely modified,

in its

aspects, by the circumstances, in which it
is placed.
Now, this is a fact, which, in this age of
the world,

and in the present:state of sci-

ence, we should not be required to prove,
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Yet

the negative

of it seems

to be pal-.

pably involved in the sentiments of those
men, who

make

it a

question,’ whether

Christianity can be diffused among the natives of India. For any doubt on this subject, certainly suggests the query,

the Hindus human beings ?” '

“ Are

்

By those who need the soluition of this
question, it will be found

in the preceding

pages. And in a work, touching so directly
on the master-springs of Hindu action, and
exhibiting the mode of their operation ; it

will naturally be expected, that something
should be said on a'subject of such vast importance, and, at present, of such deep and

‘ general interest, as that of promoting the
Gospel among the millions of Indias

5

In stating a few thoughts on the subject,
it is the writer’s desire to maintain: the
candour

righteous
who have
those whe
weapon.

and composure, which become:se

a cause; leaving anger to those
failed in argument, ‘and abuse to
have been foiled of <every other
111086 who, without enquiry, are
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-éontented to be implicitly
led ‘by: the pre-

- judices of'a party, and to condemn; where
‘they do not understand,

the author hopes

not to convince; but—although ‘he does
not enter very minutely into the ‘subject,
-and leaves many topics entirely untouched,
—his expectations are very different with
‘regard to those, who are willing to find, and
-to follow truth.
few
dk noes

5) Where facts, rather than argumentation,
-are concerned, neither anticipation nor re-

petition, can be always. avoided«) Whilst
this point, however, does not séem to tierit
much solicitude, the subject will, generally

-speaking, be unfolded in the following order. First will be considered: the pretend
ed immutability of the character and customs of the Hindus; and the alleged danger
of attempting to communicate the’ Gospel
to them will:next claim: our attention.
We shall) then: advert; inorder, to’ the

‘encouragements afforded to! Christians to
make the attempt, and their duty to-doso;

and, lastly, to: the manner and “spirit, “in
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which the attempt should be made and per-

severed in, till it be crowned with complete
success.

ல.
reat

—

«

SECTION FIRST.

the
Considerations on the pretended ம் mmutability of
Character and Customs of the Hindus, and other

ny

associated topics, ©
Tux

impossibility, or, which is the same

thing, the impracticability of evangelizing
India,

whatever

of human. na-

ignorance

ture, and of other subjects, it may involve,
cis yet the most decent form,

of the question

negative
before

a

Christian

in which the

can be asserted

nation.

There

was,

however, .a previous question, which some
men did not think shame to ask, and which

is even yet occasionally whispered.

The

question is this:—‘ Do the Hindus need
Christianity? And would they be the. better and happier, if they were actually, at

|
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this moment, Christians: oe — Without seem-

ing to be in jest, and without having pro+
fessed their éwn renunciation
anity,

of Christi-

some have told us, that they would

be neither better nor happier. Nay, aman
there was found, hardy enough to declare,
before a British House of Commons,

that,

“ indeed, the Hindus stood already higher

- than ourselves in’

ட்டு

general cha-

எர்வன்சசஃப்கு
்
racter.”
Without stopping to notice how ies va- lue of any man’s opinions, or knowledge of
~ the subject, must be affected, by such an
assertion, it is obvious, that the declaration

_ draws after it a very comprehensive suspicion, and unavoidably | ‘prompts the enstianity a good
quiry, “ is, or is not C
thing ?”—It is a fact, favs surprise it
may excite in those, if there be any, to
whom it is new, that men professing themselves to be Christians, have answered thus:

We admit Christianity to be a good thing
but so, we affirm, is also the religion of the

Hindus:

it breathes a spirit of géntleness

சத
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and humanity, of benignity and beneyolence ;-and every attempt at interference,

on the subject, with the natives of Hindustan, would be to injure the happiness of
that ‘simple, happy, and innocent people,
as well as to attempt what களால் யில் be

accomplished. —

ha

Had this been reported to us as the lin.

guage of an Indian Brahmin, as he unrolled
his Shastezs, we should havé regarded it as

precisely what was to be expected. -Butit
has been held; not by Brahmins, but by |
Britons, and British legislators:

a

heard it, on the same

We have

day, that we have

shuddered at the recital of female immolations, and the doctrine of meritorious suicide, of human sacrifices, the horrid crime
of infanticide, and the blood and the தத்

nations of Juggernauth.
The import of such

on
language is “suf-

ficiently unequivocal, and forcibly reminds
us of the mode, in which the deistical con-

troversy,* as it has been named, was ¢on“ducted {n this country, a century ago. The

- CUSTOMS SAID
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assailants of Christianity, in those times,
were the unintentional causes, that there
were erected?

splendid

and

in

honour

of it,

durable monuments

so many

to the

genius, learning,’ and talents of its votaries.

The attack was not open and avowed. | Not

a few compliments were paid to the religion
of Jesus, even by those, whose hostility to
‘it was the most rancorous.
Besides the
necessity they might see, for sgoing thus
far, in the presence of a people, professing
. Christianity, they perceived it needful, also, for the credit of their own understand-

ings.

The religion of Bacon and Boyle, of

Newton

and

Lecke,

and of the wise and

good of all ages, since its first promulgation,

must

be treated with some marks of

_ decent respect. As in the case of its ப்ட்.
vine Founder, therefore, it was thought
advisable to “betray it with a kiss.” ’
That system, whose germ was deposited
in the ungenial soil of Judea, which: sent
forth its stem, its leaves, and its blossoms,
amid the blighting and cankering ‘influence

95%
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of Jewish malignity, and heathen hostility: ;
‘which, in short, had now spread its branches
wide over the earth, and had been.gathering strength, and increasing in fruit, அம்ம
the blasts of continuous ayes;was not: to

and unceremoniously . assailed.

be rashly.
Hence the

expressions of respect. for it,

which accompanied. the attacks on Christisis

anity, in those times.

Its assailants

nerally speaking,

then,

however, were, ge-

tamen of considerable

lents and. learning, and, (which was not less

necessary,)
measured

they possessed a good deal
of
prudence.

Yet,

as every one,

who was a Christian, not in name and profession

only, .but-in

heart

and_

principle,

was then confident, and, in regard, of all si-

milar attempts, will ever be confident, they
failed.
Whether so much can be said for

the talents, and learning, and prudence of
those who now advocate the cause of Hin-

duism at the, expense of Christianity, itis
left for the reader to decide.
é

But hewever we might be disposed to re1

1.
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the men who op-

pose the promotion of Christianity in India,
there was oné thing,
chained

down

which compelled and

our attention.

This was

their declared willingness to rest the merits
of their cause, on the “ local knowledge,”

which they should advance.

This was a

matter, of which candour demanded the
fair and impartial consideration—and it has

received it.

Fhat local knowledge, of which

the value and the weight were so mightily
-yaunted, has been duly appreciated.
The
proposition to be proved by it, may be com-

prehensively enounced in these words :—
“The

character and customs of the Hin-

- dus are immutable.”

The subject was dis-.

cussed throughout the nation.

One pamph-

let after another saw the light, and expired.

The matter, at length, engaged the attention of the legislature;

and a mass of evi-

dence was laid on the tables of the British
Parliament,

and

sideration, which
ance demanded.

there

received ‘the con-

its unspeakable importsoe

2956
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- The world knows the result.’

The local

knowledge, with which the cause of Christianity:in India was menaced, proved the
most harmless thing, that ever was the off-

spring of a threat.

Nay, not only was it

perfectly innoxious in itself; but it was the’

mean of bringing forward other’counteract-”

ing * local knowledge,”

by which itself

was proved to be pre-eminent ignorance.’

No reader, it is presumed, will deem this
language harsh, when he recollécts, that a

gentleman, who had spent thirty years of.
his dife in India, during thirteen of ‘which, °

he: had a seat in the supreme Council of
Bengal, actually declared,
at the bar of the’
House of Commons, that he had never
heard of the existence of a single native ©
Christian, in India: and that it was not till
his return to Britain, that he became ac-

quainted with the fact. * Now all this from :
such a man, in connection with our having ்
known so long,

in this country,

that there-

are-many-aundreds
of thousands of native
3
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Christians in India, must greatly diminish
our. respect for “local knowledge.”

_ The distinguished knowledge of the subject, displayed.on that occasion, by those
who supported the diffusion of Christianity
in India, forms a striking contrast to that
of their opponents. The discussion is now
before the British public, and every good
man.must,
wish it widely circulated.
He, whose name will be for eyer blessed

by the swarthy sons of Africa, acted, on
this

occasion, a part, worthy of himself;

and that is a part, which.common epithets —
cannot adequately characterise.
His-extensive and accurate knowledge of the sub-.

ject, equalled the ardour of his zeal, and
the resplendent. eloquence,

with which

was

he

adorned.. . Although

has

it

never

breathed the air of India, where is the man,
by whom

he was

surpassed,

in what may

be properly termed local knowledge?
by whom were

facts ever

And. -

carried home to

their legitimate. conclusion, more directly,
R

>

னு
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irresistibly, and triumphantly, than by Mr
Wiceerrorce, on that occasion ?

In support of the mutabiljty of the customs of the Hindus,

and,

therefore,

the

practicability of evangelizing India, he referred to the labours. of Colonel Walker,
in the abolition of female infanticide, with
the consciousness of having advanced an
argument, in the form of a fact, which pre-

cluded the possibility of an answer.—* I
will adduce,” said he, ‘“ another instance,
to show, that the honourable Baronet,” (Sir
Henry Montgomery,) “ is not correct when
he represents the prejudices of the Hindus as

invincible.

When Colonel Walker told the

Jahrejah chief, that the practice of female
infanticide, which prevailed among them,
was inhuman,

and recommended its aboli-

tion, he was answered, that the practice
had been established in India for 4900
years;

that it had

their great kings;

been

sanctioned by all

that it had never been .

objected to before; and that the King of
the world himself had approved of it. Co-

—
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was not to be dis-

couraged. He steadily pursued his object,
by informing the minds, and removing the
prejudices of the people.
The result was,
that, within a year,

the

same

chief, who

held the above language, together with all
the other chiefs, came to a resolution, that

female infanticide should no longer be practiced ; and, from that time, it has ceased in

this district.”
1 அதல்
In regard of material facts, the reader
knows the above statement

to be correct,

and will perceive the conclusion to be irresistible, that the prejudices of the Hindus
are not invincible. Were any exception
taken

to our reasoning

from

the inhabi-

tants of a single province, to those of the
immeasurable regions of Hindustan; we re-

fer to the preceding Chapter, by which it
will appear, that the conclusion is strength-

ened by the argument d fortiori.*

The pre-

sent question, however, regards all the Hin-

dus, as they resemble one another ina
* See p. 239.

்

single
2

|
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point ; namely, their attachment to the
At all events,
Brahminical superstition.
therefore,

it will follow legitimately, that,

in so far as the arguments will apply to the
inhabitants of any district,

they will apply

to all; since the prejudice to be removed
ச
is common to them all.
Now, of the customs of the Hindus, there
is none that threatened more to be invincible, than that of female infanticide. The
practice was se ancient,

as to be involved

in the almost impervious mists of fable.
Consecrated by the veneration, inspired by
antiquity, the savage custom found mighty

co-adjutors in the mean and mercenary
motives of selfishness. How firmly the apparently invincible prejudice, (if it may be

called by so gentle a name,) was rooted,

appears from, the resistance made to its
abandonment.
The Jahrejahs had submitted to British arms, and British influence-

They were actually paying tribute to Britons;

and

to the correction

and

amend-

ment of Britons, their system of finance.
5
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‘In short, the tenure

of their lands, the administration of their

laws, and many things of vital importance

to their system, had been changed, and are

All this, too, went on
now changing.
But, when the
quietly and submissively.

proposition to abandon female infanticide
was made, this people, so compliant in ge-

neral, immediately assumed a tone of firmness and decision;

and,

without’ the

least

hesitation, told Colonel Walker, that the
‘practice never could, and never would, be

abandoned.—Not only, however, has the
happy change been effected; but it has

been effected in a way, that has endeared

the name of Britain to the people, and will

cause that of Colonel Walker to live among
them for ever.
_

_ This fact is valuable,

precisely on ac-

count of the inveteracy,

and apparent in-

vineibility

in which it

seemed

to.be

en-

trenched; and which,—let it be remembered—were never exhibited, in any other
case.

Now we

maintain,

that

one

such
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fact is equal to a thousand in deciding the

‘question of immutability, on which, weak as
it is, rests the whole of that regarding the
practicability of evangelizing Indias

Had

those, who still so unaccountably

tell us of

the immutability of the customs

and the

creed of the Hindus, béen required, in the
beginning of 1807, to prove their position
by a case, we have no doubt, that they

would have triumphantly

pointed

to the

practice of infanticide.
And, supposing
them in possession of the sentiments of

the natives in addition to any sagacity of
their own ; we cannot imagine them to have

fixed upon a case more propitious to their
cause.—Let us hear no more, therefore, of

the immutability and invincibility of any
thing, that is Hindu,

or of any thing, that

is human.
The Medes and Persians once.
boasted that their “ laws alter not; but
thousands of years have now elapsed, since
the saying has been enrolled among the
memorials
folly.
௦

of

human

extravagance

and
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In support of the present argument, |
we have more than the mere sentiments of

that liberal and enlightened Governor General of India, the Marquis of Wellesley:
—we have his acts——The

public are ac-

quainted with that distinguished act of his —
government, by which the sacrifice of children to the Ganges was prevented “ at
Saugur and other places.” It was ascertained, that, during the month ef January,
1801, no less than twenty-three children
‘ had been sacrificed at Saugur alone, by
drowning, or exposure to sharks and crocodiles, in consequence of the vows of their
parents.
His Lordship listened with pa-

tient attention to all that could be advanced in favour of the practice, and concerning the danger of interference, and his deliberations on all the difficulties and perils
of the case issued in an enactment, “ de-

claring the practice to be murder, punishable by death.”* Now, what followed ?—
* The title is, “ A regulation for preventing the sa-

crifice of children at Saugur, and other places : passed
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rebellions

commotions—what

en-

sued 2—How long did our Eastern empire

survive the shock, thus rudely given to the

immutable and invincible customs of the

Hindus, in a point so-vital?—Not a murmur
was ever heard.—Not a whisper of discontent was ever breathed.—And what is more
and better, not a single repetition of the
known,

barbarous rite has ever since been

or surmised.
Here,

then,

1.
is the abolition of another

practice, by which an incalculable number
of lives is saved; and, what is worthy of
special

notice,

is,

that the

custom

was,

strictly speaking, a religious observance.
‘Now, it is to be remembered,

that we are

not to regard the relinquishment

of any

one of their practices, as a separate and insulated

fact,

leaving

all the

rest

entire.

To take a very homely, because plain similitude : the abolition

of these

practices

does not resemble the pulling down of twe
by the Governor General in Council

August 1862.”

on the 20th

of
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or three houses ina village, a thing, which
cannot affect the stability of those which

remain :—it résembles as many practicable
breaches, made at the most impregnable
points of a garrison, which render us masters of the whole.
With the nature of Dhurna, Tragga, and
Bhat

security,

the

reader

is already

ac-

quainted; and has already shuddered at the
tale of horror, which first, brought to Colonel Walker’s notice, in Guzerat, the fre-

and dreadful. consequence of these

- quent

kindred practices..

The fact of its aboli-

tion, also, by that gentleman, has been noticed.* Now, this custom appears to have
connected, and even identified itself with
their notions of the
tieel

is

dst

administration of jus-

se

Are we now told, that although the invincibility of Hindu customs, in regard of
domestic and civil life, must be abandoned;
yet the position is tenable, in regard of re-=

ligious institutions?

First of all, we answer,,

* See p. 61—64.

்
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that the sacrifice of children to the Ganges
was strictly a religious rite; and we must
next add,

that all the civil, domestic,

and

religious customs of the Hindus, are inse-

parably blended together; and that, therefore, there is not one of their institutions -

but may, with propriety, be termed religious. But to come to the single and exclusive

point of religion, where shall we find greater
fluctuation and

change, than

among

the

‘Hindus ?— Where shall there be pointed out
to us greater diversity of religious sects,

and opinions, than among that people ? Of
these sects, not a few

have been

alluded

‘to in the course of the preceding narrative.
The Shravuck Banians, or disciples of Jena,
a numerous sect in Guzerat, have been no-

ticed, with some particularity. They are
distinguished by the doctrine of metempsychosis, andthe many singularities, which

it involves.*

In speaking of Jahrejah Mo-

௩

* See p. 88, 89.

00208
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_ kajee of Anundgur, we had occasion to advert to the followers of Kubeer, whose doc-

trines nearly coincide with those of Deism.*
It is to be remarked,

also,

that the adop--

tion of his new creed subjected Mokajee
~ to no suffering. Nay, his friends continued
to watch oyer his interests, with kindly solicitude; and no attempt was: made to induce him to change his: opinions. _
_ There is a sect of Brahmins, called மா.
‘eile, inhabiting the Cokan, whose tenets —

‘and principles are as opposite, as. extremes
can be, to some of those already mentioned;
and to what is commonly asserted of the

Hindu religion, in general.

To Colonel

Walker we are indebted for a particular ac- °

count of them.t+
“ The object of their worship,”

says he,

“is Maha Lackshmi, to whom human sacrifices are acceptable, and the more so if
= victim be a Brahmin, learned in the
* See p. 90.

+ In the Postscript and Notes
March 15. 1808.
~

to bi, , Report

of
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The public performance of this

sacrifice has, long since fallen into disuse ; ;
but a sect of the Kurrada Brahmins are ac-

cused of effecting, by the secret operation

of poison, that ப
publicly avow.’

which they dare not
ப

After writing the above passage, the Resident collected a number

of memoranda,

relative to the practices of this sect,
“ which,” he says, “would seem clearly to —
establish, that they have been, and probably

are now, addicted to a superstitious idea,
that the goddess is to be propitiated by the
destruction of a human life.—They are sup-

posed to be under the influence of Vishara
‘Boot, or the spirit of poison.
In order to
appease the wrath of this wicked demon,

they administer poison to their guests and
friends.

By this means the spirit is grati-

fied, and, in return, extends her protection
to them.’ "—A little after, the Resident, who

was personally
;

acquajnted

* PLS. par. 9—11.

with some

of

ர
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lees can be little doubt,

but that formerly, this sect indulged their
prejudices, inthis respect, to a considerable
extent, though,’—and let the reader mark

the important words,—“ though now, like
many other customs of the Hindus, the observance of this” (practice) “ has, from various

.
causes, relaxed.”’*
. The following anecdote, i in illustration of
the savage and shocking practices of this
sect, is too important to be omitted.
It _

_ tests on the authority of “ several people,”
by whom it was communicated to Colonel
Walker.
« It is related that the wife of a certain

Kurrada Brahmin made a vow to her god,
that, provided she obtained a particular end,
she
oe gratify him by a human sacrifice.”
Having obtained her object, it was
necessary that she should find a victim; but
the secrecy and danger attending it, obliged

her to select.the object from her own family.
+ Note to par. 10, of P. S. to Report.
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she selected for this pur-

pose, was the destined husband of her inr
The design was known
fant daughter.
only to this child, who was entrusted with

the fatal secret, for the reason that appears
in the sequel. According to custom, 11%.
young bridegroom was invited to partake of
the nuptial feast, at his father-in-law’s house:
This was the occasion, on which the wo-

man had fixed, for administering the poison.
Every thing was prepared, and the drug
mixed with the portion of food, intended

for the boy; and, according to the Hindu
custom, put apart.
The portions of the
two children were close together; and the

_mother is said to have entrusted her daughter with the secret, to prevent mistake, and
to lead him to his particular share—The
child,

however, terrified at the prospect of
misfortune, and her future misery, wilfully

guided her young husband to another portion, and:saved his life, but at the expence

of her father’s.

‘The mother observed the

conduct of her daughter; but she was com1

|
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pelled to remain silent; and, the rest of
the guests sitting down indiscriminately to
their victuals,, the fatal portion fell to the
lot of her own husband.”

Does

not this anecdote

render it pro-

bable, that there are many abominations of
a similar nature,

of which

we

have

never

heard ; and that, black as is the authenti-

cated catalogue of their enormities, the exi
tent of them at least is unknown ? ©
We are told farther, that * the term.
Kurrada is derived from a village, or a tract

' of country in the Cokan, and comprehends
a numerous tribe, who are divided into se‘veral sects, or classes and subdivisions.”—
The account of this sect is introduced by

a very remarkable and very important pas- ~
ee
sage.

“Mr Bryant,” says Colonel Walker,
‘‘ does not appear to be aware of the existence of human sacrifices among the Hindus; and it is melancholy to add to the list

of human infirmities, by citing the translation of the Rudhiradhyaya, from the Calica

க
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as an evidence of

this barbarous rite being sanctioned byyy‘the
Hindu legislature.

It was not only ‘enjoin-

ed, but, in the ancient rites of the Hindus,

was frequently practised, under the denomination of
ட்ட
or Wud, —the sacrifice of a man.’

க

Now, let the proper use be made of these.
facts, and let the conclusions, to which they
legitimately lead, be honestly deduced. The
shocking characters of the superstition, no.
man can deny, who is not shamefully ignorant; and on this point, therefore, it is
quite unnecessary to say one word.
But.
to keep to the topic immediately before us,

can any thing be more strikingly charac- terised by fluctuation and change, than the
customs and the creed of the Hindus? In.

the followers of Jena, on the one hand, and,
the Kurrada Brahmins, on the other, we.
have two extremes, each marked, in its யம்.
ferent way, by excesses beyond what would.

ர

.
௩

*0) 8 (0 நிஜா றவ 7, 8.
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have occurred to the most fertile “imagination.

In the one, we

perceive men, parsi-

monious of aniinal life, even to scrupulosit

and absurdity.

The Yati, or priest of the

order, furnished with his “ Raju-hurrun,
or broom made of cotton threads,” _ sweeps

the ground lest he should, unconsciously
extinguish the life of an

insect.

In the,

Kurrada Brahmins, again, we perceive prin-.
ciples and practices, characterised by every
thing horrible and revolting. — To destroy,
. by poison, the unsuspecting guest, who, at
their desire, comes to share their hospitali-.
ty, reposing on their affection and friendship, is surely carrying all that can be con-_

ceived of the bloody and the abominable to
the last pitch of diabolical perfection. Let
us, at the same time, note, with

particularity,

marked,

the grand characteristic of|

the Hindu religion, asa
:
whole ; and thati 18,
the practice of human sacrifice, as “ sanc-_

tioned by their legislature.”

The conclu-

sion, to which this fact leads, and afact too

resting on the authority of their ancient
8

ச
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sacred books, is plainly and palpably this:

‘That the Hindu religion, in so far as it has
been preserved entire, identifies itself in
the leading feature, with that of the Kurrada Brahmins:—and, in so far as it has

not been preserved entire, it is—certainly
something else than immutable.

Now, if

it be very different from what we find it
originally was, (which is the only legitimate
conclusion,)

it has, of course,

undergone a

great and radical change, and consequently

_prepared the way for changes still greater. :
It appears, then, that the character and
customs of the Hindus have undergone great
changes, and perhaps, in some respects,

have

been

improved.

Speaking of the

bloody rites.of the Kurrada Brahmins, Co-

lonel Walker adds: “ these superstitious
practices must now. be considered as declining, or wholly abandoned,

dus.

among the

Hin-

They have followed the progress of

civilization and humanity in India, as well
as in Europe; and. disappeared in both
countries with the improvement of manners

ப
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We know, that in this coun-

try, it'was the introduction of Christianity,

that 'put’an end to the bloody rites of Pa~ ganism; and that, to the blessed Reforma-

tion, we are to ascribe the high state of civilization and learning, which distinguishes

the nations of Europe.

And it is only by

the operation of the same causes, that we
can expect the extension of the same blessings to our fellow men and our fellow subjects in Hindustan.
From all that we
- know

of that people,

they

seem

some great moralimprovement.
are

changed,

and are

changing,

ripe for

That they
we have

the testimony of an accurate observer, of
one who lived thirty years in the country,
who actually made a great moral experiment upon the people, and that, too, upon
a tribe, the most fierce, high-minded, and
tenacious; and in a case, also, in which

they, and all who were acquainted with
their characters and habits, affirmed, that

every attempt to alter their practice, would
prove fruitless and unavailing.
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Of. the causes of error concerning the
character and customs of the Hindus, one,
no doubt, is, that some, retaining the same

impressions, which they had received many

years.ago, talk in the same way. they did
then, and for which, at that time, there was

some. appearance

of reason, without advert-

ing to the altered aspect of the subject, and
the flood of light, which has recently been

poured upon it. “ Twenty years ago,”—
said Mr Wilberforce, in the House of Commons,—“ twenty years ago, we were:ac- customed. to hear. even from such men as
Sir William Jones, that no improvement,
in
the jurisprudence of India, could or would

be made. _ But when we consider the great
improvements, that have taken. place, since
that period, that the whole tenure of their

lands. has been

altered,

and that. other

changes, no less important, have been suc-

cessfully attempted; we must feel how e!roneous such: opinions were, and must. an-

ticipate ‘a similar result, as to the state-

ments df the present-day.” ° |

-@USTOMS SAID TO BE IMMUTABLE.
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the facts, now before the reader, it is

known, by those acquainted with the sub-

ject, that many might be added.

Akhbar,

who ascended the throne of the Moguls,
about the middle of the sixteenth century,

investigated the religious and political mstitutes of the Hindus, with: an’ accuracy

and assiduity worthy of a great philosopher
and statesman;

and the result

furnishes

us with innumerable details all*leading to
the same conclusion.*

To

the facts and

‘ authorities, already produced, we shall add

the testimony of Dr Leyden, that bright
and resplendent genius, whose early loss
will be long and‘deeply deplored. “In his
illustrations “ on the Rosheniah sect,” he

assigns its origin to the “ turbulent and
sanguinary period, which preceded ‘the accession of Acbar to the thrune of India,”
_which' he characterises as “ a period, when

an extraordinary ferment pervaded the
minds of men in the East; and when it is
* See the

Ayeen Akbary.”

~
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difficult to say, whether civil or religious
matters were in the most changeful and

uncertain state."*

tay

999

There is just one other position, to which
we can at all imagine the assertors of Hindu immutability to retreat, and that is the
distinction of casts.

Now, this must be al-

lowed to be the greatest barrier to innovation, or change, that ever the ingenuity
of

man deviséd.
It has answered that pur-—
pose long, and to a great extent. But, like
every thing that is human, it must decay,

and will continue just so long, as those who
are the objects of it, do not சிரம் ஐ motive
sufficiently strong to break through its re_ straints. The springs of this mighty political engine, however, have, generally speaking, already lost their elasticity ; and, on

several great and important occasions, have
been completely counteracted ‘by opposing
forces. . What

has been

done may teach

us this, that, if what remains unaccomplishச

* Asiatic Researches, vol, xi. p. 364.

°
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ed be not very easy, it certainly does not
appear to be very difficult.
Pour in light upon the Hindus: lead
them to reason: present to them their ac-

tual, compared with their possible state;
and

the fetters of cast will soon be burst

asunder. This distinction, being purely
ideal, and existing merely in opinion, all
that is necessary to its annihilation is, to
bring the people to the conviction that such

are its properties.

When the perception

: of this fact exists even faintly in the minds
of the inferior classes, the classes that are

most numerous, and physically the most
powerful, it will find mighty co-adjutors, in
‘the principles natural to every man; and
which will never allow him to remain quiescent

and

stationary, when

the means

of

bettering his circumstances, and, as in their

case, of actually rising in the scale of being,
lie before them.
From. the facts already
noticed, it is evident, that the people of

Hindustan are every moment going on to
this point of light and conviction; ahd when
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they have reached it, the work: is done.

And’ blessed will be the memory of every
man; who is instrumental in’ accelerating
this emancipation, and in accomplishing
an

object, so unspeakably glorious in its conme
21107
Si
- Let us now attend to some of the facts, by
which our reasoning is justified,—by which
that, which we have been authoritatively
enjoined’ to believe impossible, is shown
to have been done frequently, and on a

grand ‘scale, and—which

is more to our °

purpose, than we should have previously
‘expected—is' shown to have been done
almost without the intervention of an apparent cause.
One fact, then, is, that the
Jahrejahs, who remained in Scind, have
, renounced

throughout

cast.

Another

Hindustan,

fact

is,

that

there are fifteen

millions of Mahomedans, most of whom
‘were originally Hindus, who have abandon-

ed their creed and their cast. To these
are to be added the followers of Buddha,
by whom the distinction is abolished. . We

pass over the people recently discovered

“CUSTOMS SAID TO’ BE IMMUTABLE.»
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without cast, to the east of Calcutta; that

we may come to the grand and comprehensive fact, involved: in the pee
state of
the Sikh’ nation.
aot
It cannot be supposed, that. Siete are

“many, who are entirely unacquainted with
the interesting history of this people, for
awhich we are under great obligations to Sir
John Malcom. They occupy vast regions,
and the most fertile in India.* . ‘Now, these
~ # ¢ The country new possessed by the Sikhs, which
reaches from latitude 28° 40’ to beyond latitude 32°.N.

and includes all the Penjab, a small part of Multan, and
most of that tract of country, which lies between the
‘Jumna and the Satlej, is bounded to the northward and
_westward, by the territories of the king of Cabul; to
the eastward by the possessions of the mountaineer Ra-

jas of Jammu, Nadon, and Srinagar; and to the southward, by the territories of the English Government,
and the sandy _ deserts of Jasalmer, and Hansya Hisar.”

—That we might have some notion of the immense re‘sources

of this mighty people,

our’author states, that

_the province of Lahore alone, according to Mr Bernier,
4 produced, in the reign of Aurungzeb, two hundred
“and forty-six*lacks, and ninety-five rupees ; or two millions, four hundred, and sixty-ninet thousand, five huadred pounds sterling.” —Astatic Researches, vol. xi. p.

249.

The “ een of the Sikhs” was படங் ப்பு

rately i in 1812.
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spread over the

fairest portion of India, are of Hindu origin;
yet they have renounced the creed of their
ancestors, and,
tions of cast.
which has now
was Nanac, an

along with it, the distincThe founder of this sect,
grown to a mighty nation,
obscure individual, born in.

the year of the Christian zra 1469.
His
doctrines spread rapidly, without the intervention of¢any other power, than that of
mild

persuasion.

His

tenets

comprisea

system of Deism and superstition blended
together; and the most striking difference
between his followers, and those of Kubeer,
in this respect, consists in the renunciation,

' by the Sikhs, of cast, and their assertion of
the natural equality and rights of all men.
It is quite foreign from our present pur-

pose to mark: the changes, superinduced
upon the tenets of this people, by their successive leaders,

or the subdivisions of sect,

which exist among them. It is enough to
observe,

what

that

they are very different

they were;

and that,

from

in progress of

-
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Guru Govind,

‘a military character, and are now the most
warlike people among the native inhabitants
of Hindustan. The completeness of the
change cannot, perhaps, be more strikingly
_ marked than by the following maxim,

de-

livered by Govind to his followers :—* It is
right,” said he, “ to slay a Muhammedan

wherever you meet him.

If you meet a

Hindu, beat him, and plunder him, and divide his property among you.
Employ
‘ your constant

effort to destroy the coun-

tries, ruled by Muhammedans.

If they

_ oppose you, defeat, and slay them.” *
To what has now been said of this extra-

ordinary people, shall be added a few sentences from the most distinguished literary
journal of our time, the writers of which
will not be suspected of any undue bias in
favour of the object of this chapter. Ina
review of the “ Sketch,” from which the —

above statements are taken, tley say,+
* Asiatic Researches, vol. xi. p. 288.
_ + Edinburgh Review, vol. xxi. p. 437.
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“It is not néarly of so much: importatice
to know what they now believe, and how
they act, as to know that they believe and
act very differently from what they recently did."——“ That very part of the’ ‘Hindu
system, which has been represented : as constituting’ its” chief strength, is that which
contains the seeds of its dissolution. The
“institution of casts exposes ‘it to destruction. It presses on the great mass of the ©

population, with so gallinga weight, that
they are ready, it seems, to hail its dissolution with transport. It is an opinion generally diffused among the Hindus, that a
time is destined to arrive, when this union

. of the casts will be universal. This, it is
easy to see, is one of the prophecies, which
may be expected to
ment.’ 3

9

id

gerne

itsown 1 fala
2
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~ "To this extract, -we shall merely add the
எண்ட். just and memorable words :— ~~

“ But the truly remarkable, and truly ம
structive feature of this story, is, that the

Hindus ef this extensive region, a people,
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whom we. are daily taught, or rather commanded_ 6௦ believe absolutely. unchangeable, have undergone a more entire revolution, in religion, in manners, in social and
political. institutions,

than,

im so_ short

a

space of time, and with the application. of
such ordinary means, has any where: else
been known among mankind.” * |

ஆ We shall now, it is presumed, be warranted to conclude, that not only are the Hindus,
like all other human beings, changeable in
their character, and in their religious, and
political institutions ; but that they are so’

in a great degree: that they are distinguished by all, the varying shades of superstition, from the most abominable and bloody. ,
rites, to as. near.an/approximation to just.

notions of one Supreme Being, as we have

ever found to exist, where the Divine revelation. has. been. unknown. We have
found, that: what, previously to experience,

_ would have been deemed avery inadequate
* Edinburgh Review, vol. xxi. p. 435. ம் ் தம்
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-

and perma-

nent changes; and that, whenever
an attempt at innovation has been made,
produced effects greater,

~ ‘been fairly expected.

it has

than could have

We have found, that

cast presents, upon the whole, but a feeble
barrier, and one that has been frequently,
and to a great extent, surmounted. The nature and causes, also, of the great changes,

to which we have adverted, warrant us far-

ther to conclude, that the only reason, that
can be assigned, why changes, yet greater .
and more magnificent, have not taken
place,

is,

either that they have

not been

attempted at all ;—or, that the means employed, have been manifestly inadequate,
or have been checked in their operation,
by some countervailing power, extrinsic of
the Hindu character and institutions.—In
short, this temple, deemed of adamantine
and imperishable materials, has frequently

received’ concussions, which, although they
have not yet reduced it to an entire ruin,
have taught us, that its splendour jis fa-
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-has

been advanced

of the

Hindus as an unchangeable people is quite
untenable, has, it is presumed, been satisfactorily evinced. Less uniformity, indeed,
cannot

easily

be

imagined,

than. exists

among that people. Now, as the invincibility of their prejudices must be abandoned, so, as a matter of course, must. all that,
has been asserted of the impracticability of

communicating to them the blessings of
Christianity. All that can, with any plausibility,

therefore, be now maintiined,

is,

Ww

that there may be difficulty, or even dan:
ger, in the attempt.
The considerations,

Vv
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however, already before the. reader, ina
_ great measure, repel both of shenaidlions
tions. ர

“With

achal

te aeoilinn

ணன் to: the difficulty, valle is

there that engages in any enterprize whatever, but expects to meet with it, in a
greater, or less degree? Colvnel Walker

experienced more of it in the abolition
of
infanticide, than any other man,.so. far as

we know, who has effecteda changeamong
that people. But, resolved that-the thing
should be done, and holding it.as.a maxim,

that it could not be purchased at too great
an expence,

of perseverance :and patience,

directed by benevolence,

he- scorned the

_ mean and dastardly insinuations
of. difficulty ; and as to the impossibility
of success, of which he was frequently assured,

he regarded it as.
an idle phantom, the creation. of indolence and. of ignorance.—How

_ his views were justified, the world knows:
and. we ‘fear not: but the world. will also
know soon, what experience already proves
to a considerable extent, that equally. well

.
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founded are the views sds those, who would

communicate the everlasting’ gospel to the
millions of India.. Let those who tremble

at the difficulties, with which the enterprise seems to them to be fraught, hush to
rest the terrors
of their troubled bosoms,

and retire té the congenial haunts of tor-

pid inactivity and indolence. We expect
not, and'we ask not, their aid.

But men

there are, whd heed not difficulties ; and

who, whilst they would beware of increasing
them, and would not meet them unprepa-

red, yet approach them undismayed, trusting
in the faithful promise, and in the almighty power — of Him, whose cause they.
have espoused. : That the difficulties to be
encountered, however, in the conversion of

the Hindus,

are fewer, and less appaling,

than in any other land of Fleathens that
has been brought to the knowledge of
the truth, appears partly from what has been’
already said, and the evidence will alee
brighter, as we advance. © *9s

அம்

Finding that the threatening of| dificul:
x
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ties made-no impression:
on the friends: of
Christianity in India, their opponents next

attempted to conjure u p the luge ‘and gi-

gaitic phantoms of danger,'of most immeasurable dimensions, and of aspect most

menacing and terrific. The part of the
scene, which first rises into

ர் is nothing

more appaling thana ‘Brahmin onthe banks:
of the Ganges,. reclining std iiboctbe: But
an_ English: newspaper in his hands) For:a

time; all is’ sweet and tranquil; but
at length
this important. personage advances: to the .

parliamentary discussions, relative to the
extension of Christianity inIndia; andthen,
what a scene is exhibited ! Rising in wrath,
_ he seizes the torch of. discord; and inca
moment, the flame of rebellion,» quick as
winged thought, flies from the one’end'of.
Hindustan
to the other; and ina*moment’
more, all that is visible, is poor Britannia.

weeping over her shivered trident, the loss.

of thirty thousand of her hapless sons, and
the ashes of her Eastern empire, scattered
to the four winds of heaven !

-
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. This* representation made: the impres-)
தள
it ought to make on thinking
The: period: of threatened peril is

nowapa

and it would be idle to say what:

happened among a people, who are passive’
inva degree,

to which we’ have no parallels

and who, if they were the most inflammable
of the human race, are yet completely deprived of the means of resistance.—It is
right, however, that the reader should bear
in mind, that
the friends of the measure,
. never thought: ef employing, in the diffu-

‘sion of the gospel of peace, any means,
calculated to irritate the irrascible passions: nothing but the powers of persuasion, and of brotherly kindness and love.
Of the dangers of which we have heard
so much, we have no evidence, except a
few assertions, which seem to be entitled
to just
as much respect, as those which af-

firm the immutability of the Hindu: cha-:
racter.* An attempt, indeed, was made ‘to
* The talent for discovering danger, not merely in
embryo, but even in the potentiality of existence, seegis
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convince the world, that the mutiny at Vel- ”
lore went to prove this point. The advo-

cates for Christianity. were sternly com-

manded never again to open their mouths
upon the subject.
Let the mutiny at Vellore, it was said, convince them, if they are
to be possessed by some men, in a degree, altogether
unimaginable by ordinary minds.

It appears indispu-

table, however, that, at the head of this order, should
be

placed the Right Reverend Dr Law, Lord Bishop of
Chester. In the last charge delivered to the clergy of
his diocese, he says: “It

is my decided conviction,

that, by joining the Bible Society, you may, though
un- .
intentionally, endanger the interests
of the church and

state."—How could his Lordship have reached this con-

clusion, unless one of his premises

had been, that the

Bible is a bad book? He immediately adds,—
« But
that you will, most unquestionably, render service
to both,
by giving your undivided support to the
Society for

moting Christian Knowledge.”—The whole mysteryproof

the matter, however, is this, ‘that the Bible
Society
acts on the liberal and enlightened principle
of -admitting the co-operation of all good men, of whatev
er denomination of Christians ; and his Lordship of Chester
seems to hold all men of a different communion
from

his own, as “ heathen men and. publicans.”—
Happy is
it for the church of: England, that such
are not the general sentiments of her mitred heads,
and that they are

less likely than ever to be adopted
ful sons.

by her most faith-

7?
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throw of our Eastern empire.
litical security,
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that any atwill be refor the overFor our po-

in that important quarter,

let the ‘Missionaries

be imme-

diately silenced, let nothing be allowed to
issue from their’ press, let themselves. be

expelled from” the country, and for ever
more let our Forts be shut against them.
We shall have occasion afterwards to ad?

‘vert, to the fulfilment of these threatenings, in the expulsion of Missionaries. But
at present, let us enquire, what was the

fact of this case? What were the real nature and origin of this mutiny and massacre?—As the developement of the real
nature of the case has now put an end to

all controversy on th2 subjéct, a simple
statement

of it is quite sufficient.—So it

was, then, that the whole mischief that
ensued, arose from a very

inconsiderate

and foolish military order to the native

:
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troops, ‘consisting of Hindus ‘and Mahomedans, to shave their whiskers; to substitute
_ a cap fora turban, and a. little mote military foppery, which, however trifling, in our
eyes, involved the annihilation
of all those

distinctions, on which the troops placed the
highest imaginable value.

Now, these or-

ders were issued to men with arms in their
hands;—to

men

possessing the physical

power of commanding the good faith of the
British, which it was now attempted to violate, and which was pledged,

not only to’

hold sacred, but to protect them in: the en-

Joyment of what they valued.—Most galling, however, as the nature - of. the

case

was to those natives, they submitted long
and patiently ; ; and before- any

symptoms

of mutiny appeared, they endured the most
revolting coefcive measures.
A: regiment

was. broke, many individuals were tried,
. And twe had been sentenced to receive nine
‘hundred lashes on their bare backs,—As
to Missionaries, however, there was not one
=

;
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within
a great distance of them; and, since
we know from. himself, that a gentleman
could be thirteen years a.member of the

Supreme Council in Bengal, without know-~
ing that there was a native Christian in
India, it is. no great stretch of imagination. to suppose,

that

these

native

troops

might be equally ignorant of the existence
of European

Missionaries in the country.

With regard to the calumnious tale, first
circulated, in India, (for an attempt had
been made to circulate it there,) it is gratifying to quote the following memorable
words of General Hay M‘Dowall. “ It
may occasion some degree of surprise,”

says that officer, “ that the people of this

country,” (India,) ‘should be brought to
believe, that those, who apparently conduct
_themselves with so much apathy, in respect
‘to what concerns religious worship,

should

have formed any serious scheme for. con_verting whole nations of different.‘casts and
persuasions to the Christian faith. None
but the weakest and most- superstitions.
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could have cbeen deluded. ms 50 கமண்ட்
கங்குல் உ.
:
ட
மா! g noticed, “ஹம் றவ
this caநனக

let us now attend

to:the assertion,

so often made; of the danger of intermed_ dling, in the slightest degree, with the religion of the natives; and:let us compare the
assertion with facts.—There was a tract
written by a native Christian, and published at Calcutta,

which made much

noise at

_ the time, which greatly alarmed the: governinent at that place, was the cause of a
great deal of official

writing

and

wrath,

which issued in the transmission of the tiny
production:
to» the government at home,
and ‘was finally laid on the table ‘of the
House of Commons. The whole’sin charged
home upon the author,it seems, was that of

abusing; perhaps indiscreetly, the’ Hindu
Avataras, and daring to call the prophet
os palace ropes ' This was reoe See hia letter of 19th

வறன்

1807, aoe N No.

194. ‘of East India papers, published by order of the
House of Commons, also in «* Buchanan’s

Apology.”

-
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garded as a matter very awful and portenfous

Se?

tidy

Jo:2macis

த்தப்

~The facts of the case, -however, turned

out to be these.

Three hundred copies of

the obnoxious tract had been circulated in

- Calcutta and the vicinity ; and never a syllable heard of them more, nor would more
have been heard of them,

had it not been

for the circumstance, that one had been

purchased by a Mahomedan merchant, who
brought it to one of the native Pundits,
- connected with the college of that place,
requesting him to answer it, and vindicate
the honour of the prophet. © This was all
fair. The Mahomedans expected no more
‘than to be heard in their turn, and the

‘merchant, perhaps, to make a little profit
by the matter. But the unlucky tract
fell, somehow, thus into the hands of an

English Christian, and was finally honoured with the notice and castigation, to which
we have alluded, to the great astonishment,
no doubt, of both Hindus and Mahomedans...
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- When the constituted authorities; however, saw the means of gaining something

by acting otherwise, they exhibited con-

duct of a very different nature. They
pushed coercion, and restraint, far beyond ப

- what:we should have. conceived the: verge
of danger, till the actual experiment has
proved that we should have been wrongs
and that the Hindus are the most unresist-

ing, passive, and patient people
on earth.
This appears from the manner, in which
they have ‘been taxed in performing their
purifications in rivers, and some of their
pilgrimages, and idolatrous acts. _

_ At the junction
Jamma,

of the

Ganges aie

at Allahabad, the natives believe

that they receive advantages of a spiritual
nature by bathing, and are removed to the

abodes of blessedness by drowning.

Pro-

fiting by the credulity of these poor superstitious people, and having
the power in
their hands, our rulers levy a taxon the
occasion ; and:those, who desire the higher

privilege of drowning, must pay accofdingly.

|
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Such was the nuniber assembled there in
January 1813, that it was calculated that
the tax would yield 250,000 rupees. * :

It was stated in. evidence before. the
House of Commons, by Mr Graham, president

of the Board of Revenue, that the

tax levied on the pilgrims to Gyah yielded

the ‘immense sum of one and a half lacks of
rupees. ‘These sums are pocketed
by persons calling themselves Christians, whose
boast is, that they are natives of Britain,
the land: of freedom, and toleration ; and

the payment

is enforced by those, who

would have us believe, that it would. be

dangerous to attempt: to convert the. natives to Christianity, by the use of the most ,
gentle means, and affectionate persuasion.
_~ "To these facts, which forever put an
end to the question of danger, we are to
add the enactments lately made by our Indian Government, for the regulation ofthe

temple of Juggernauth

in Orissa.

| The

-# Report of the Church ‘Missionary Society, 1814.
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impurity and blood, which characterise the

worship of that idol, are well known in this

country. None of the “ regulations,”alluded to, however, were intended either to

términate, or mitigate, these abominations.
So far was’ this from being the case, that
legal provision was made for supporting the

idolatry, and for continuing with it certain
attractions, which, we blush to think, could

have been ‘contemplated with indulgence
by British rulers, and that the fact should
be so notorious, as to preclude the _ possi-

bility of doubting, or denying it. Bad,
however, as all this was, it threatened
no

danger. “Yet this was the mere prepara‘ tion ‘for the most direct and intolerant interference; and if danger were to be apprehended at all, interference of the most
dangerous kind. As in the other cases, a

tax was levied from all the pilgrims, who. Tesorted to the temple, and a tax, which ope-

rated to the exclusion of many.

That no

friend may doubt, nor enemy deny this
fact, we shall exhibit the ultroneous eévi-
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con-

nected with this source of revenue... This

gentleman, too, talked of the —
terference.
-Ina

__ ஐ)
ஆர்த்து
letter, aduesaet

of in-

Woes
ve “thes Gout of

Directors, with a view to its being ultimate-

ly laid on tle table of the House of Commons, Mr Buller throws great light on. the

subject; and, among

other things, thus

substantiates the above facts.» ‘I know
not,”—says he, nor is there any other per-

4 son, probably, that knows,—“ a more powerful means of restraint and regulation, than
is afforded by the tax. I can-speak,” he
adds, “ from my own knowledge of the
fact, that the imposition
of the tax, so far
from operating as an encouragement to per-

sons to resort there, has had a direct con-

_ trary tendency ; for during the time. that
access was allowed,

without

the

tax, the

throng of people at the place was so great,
and such a number of the poorer classes took
that opportunity of visiting the temple, that
I was informed, that several persons perish-

L INDIA...
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ed: from: actual want of subsistence. » The

~ scenes on the road were, I amtold, truly
shocking;
but since the tax has been continu
ed, the numbers of the pilgrims, particularly.
of the:lower எக்க haveஎன்க
diaminishகுக்துக்கு

ந்ல?

Here then is

எட்டு ப

அல்பண்தல்

ண்ணி to hell

tion and exclusion; but not a word. of danger.

The most remarkable | féature, how=

ever, and the most intolerant of all is, that:
there was a different rate of tax establish-

ed, according to the ability of the pilgrims; .
whilst, aécording to the “ Regulation
of
1809,” no less ‘than

seventeen classes of

the lower orders were absolutely excluded.
Besides all this, the opportunities
of devotion were measured according to the’ sum

paid, by those, who were admitted. ‘ Those.
of the first order were allowed to'go out:
‘and in, and do as they pleased for’ sixteen’
days eae

mere

those ன் the inferior
்

* Letter

ன் Charles Buller,

Honourable the Court of Directors,

Buchanan’s Apology, p. 161.
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orders, we
putre
under the restraint of an
attendant, and had their time of toleration:

more and more limited,

es

னை

graduated scale of cost.
ஈவா ச)
Now, unless'\all:this ide ne
ஸ்ம ஞு
incontestible evidence,

and official docu-

ments, the British public would:no more
have believed, that the rulers of our Eastern
empire would have dared to do such things,

than they: would have adopted the Indian
theory; that the earth is supported by a
- huge tortoise: | We leave Mr Buller to reconcile these things with the following sen-

tence of his letter, the object of which, we
ate told, is to rep
theel
charge of encoura~’

ging idolatry, brought against the Bengal
‘Government. “If,” says he, “ an anxious
_ desire) on: the part of Government, to re-

move all unlawful impediments from out of

the way of the Hindus worshipping with ease
and convenience to themselves, be construed
into an encouragement of idolatry, in that

case, I apprehend the Bengal Government |

must plead guilty to the charge.”

—

கட டட. ட...
Ct

is’

வலத் sang,

grims comefrom all‘parts ofHindustan, —

from 1upwar ii

den

‘tance ;” in Consequence

dee

dis-

which, he

ha

“geen some of them “© exhausted by thei
‘Jong journey, * and almost starving.”

“having Mir Buller’s own: testimony, that the
Hindus value the’ a ccomplishment of this

" pilgrimage’ so ‘highly Ave as to subj ect them-

‘selves for the ‘sake of it, ‘to the'dreadfal
“privations ‘and sufferings, which *he. ac-

“knowledges, they endure; since they are
ட $0" passive’ as ‘to’ submit, \aftero payingya
‘vexatious, inquisitorial; and ‘intolerant:
tax, ©

“to have their ‘observances ‘clogged andicir-éumscribed, in the: manner: noticed jeand
4“some of them, from exhausted. finances, and

“numerous lasses olliattionsiapevelguoinns-

“count of the place they holdin society;
to
“be entirely excluded ; ‘and all this too withஸ்வர

attempt கசக்கு or overturnsthe
~
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‘to their'success have been the unchristian

lives* of our own countrymen. This. ob-stacle has’ been experienced by every Mis-

‘sionary, fromthe days of Swartz to the pre‘sent time. Abdool was, on one occasion,
‘addressed thus: “ It is in vain to pretend,
‘that what you

teach

is Christianity ; we

‘see nothing: of it in the Christians. The
Sahibs take all manner of women into their

houses,—their
care. is only about wine.
‘and banqueting, and hunting and gaming.

. Never say that your doctrine is theirs; you
have made up a religion for yourself.”*» ©
» Ungrateful.as the subject.
is, we cannot
withhold another illustration of the same

fact, which occurred in the course of a very |
interesting scene, which took place at Mo-

nickpore, between Abdool, and an aged man
of great reputed sanctity, and who is. the
proprietor. of several villages.

In passing,

it is worthy of being remarked, that this
Sea

eRe

அஆ

பலி

°* Abdool’s Journal, under date June 26, 1813, in

Church Missionary Society’s Report for 1814...
=
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ண் treated the மண்ணிடை

of cast with contempt, and received Abdool

with much kindness. —“ Pray;

‘said he to

Abdool, “ have the: English any books besides histories and books of amusement2?”

—The question being answered, he added:
“ Well, I never knew that before :—And
have the English- sic -kind ofiiworsllip
among them?”* ©
|
rene nod? Rie
It is most etsy eetto aides that auolvas;
by no means, universally the character. of
our countrymen in India. Not to speak of those,
who, from time to time, have return:

ed, there are many in India, who adorn the

profession of the Gospel... Such proofs of
. this fact have lately appeared, as must
be ranked under the head of direct en->
couragements to the friends of Christianity
in our Eastern empire.. Not to. speak. of

private. and individual exertion, we havé

lately seen several Bible Societies establish-—
* Abdool’s J ournal, under date February 5, 1813, in

Church Missionary “படு:

ஷம் 102 1814...
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ed there. The British and Foreign Bible
Society, that parent: of good, having seen
its‘example followed, as if by acclamation;
throughout the greater part of the world,
has the ன ர. = nowwages imitators
ணன்
919184]
்
ஒக
311216: Calcutta’ hamatiey: Bible a
வைல்
Report was published in 1812,
was then supported by the liberal contributions of more than’ 500 persons, ‘of all ranks
and denominations. -To this is to be ad-

‘ ded the very encouraging information lately received, that, before the end of the following year, “Lord Moira, the Governor

General in Council, had granted ten thou:

_ sand/rupeés towards the expense of print- ing various translations
of the Sacred Scrip-

tures.*

This we hail as an auspicious

omen
of that Nobleman’s rule in India. At
Bombay;

in 1813,a similar institution was ~

established, in consequence, as they ac*'<* Periodical Accounts relative to the Baptist Mis-

_sionary Sociéty;” No.'27. p..398: ”
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knowledge; of the example given them —
at ‘Calcutta. Among other distinguished
names, connected
with large contributions,

it'is very gratifying to mark that
of Sir
Evan Nepean,

the Governor of Bombay,

attached to the subscription of a thousand
rupees.

While writing the second Report

of the Calcutta Society, * Dr Carey states,

that another was then forming in the Isle
of France. * In addition to these facts, we

have to notice the
Colombo

in Ceylon.

Auxiliary ‘Society at
A most

promising

characteristic of this institution, is its being
patronized by the Governor and Council of
the Island.

|

ட கருவாடு

Ceylon, it should be remarked, also, has

been always

distinguished
by the happy

peculiarity that native Christians, instead
of being depressed below their Heathen
neighbours, have been regarded with the
favour, which it became a Christian govern-

ment to extend to them,

and are: eligible

"8 December 10; 1813) பம
a

ப
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to offices,: which others are considered incapable
of holding.

What

we shouldina-

turally expect as the consequence of such

procedure, has been

realized in Ceylon.

A»member of the institution at Colombo
writes thus :——“ You must also know, that,
in- கர்ப
the Christian religion is
already professed by all the chief native

habitants,» and. highly மழகக
natives of every description.” ௪

by the
:

_¢s 'Through the medium of Susie bigs we
' perceive: the horizon

on our view.

of India brightening

Every thing, at this propi-

tious period, concurs to stimulate, the en-

deavours of Christians,

and to point pecu-

liarly to the East as the scene

forts.

of their ef-

In/connection
with the late legisla-

tive provision for the: protection and encou-

ragement of Missionaries, the melioration

of Anglo-Indian character, exhibited in endeavours to circulate the Bible, give us rea~
son to hope, that the cause will soon cease

_to exist, for that reproach whichehas been
_ 80 frequently and so justly cast upon the

926
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conduct of Europeans in that quarter: 'The
men of most’ exalted power*in India» ap:
pear to favour the diffusion ‘of the Sacred

Scriptures, and they have many: coadjutors
in the righteous cause. “We hope'also,and

still more earnestly desire, to be convinced,
that in many cases,
the’ opposition and hostility exhibited to the diffusion ‘of Christianity in India, have originated’ in %am ig:

‘norance ofthe facilities afforded forts accomplishment in the circumstances* of the

natives, and°in a total misapprehension of:
the spirit, in. which the friends of the measure have it’ in view

to extend the’ domi-

nion of the Gospel of peace.
=) ப ப்ப
Although this: part of es work மில ex-

tend beyond what was anticipated,
it would
be improper to'pass to another topic, with-

out adverting to the labours and the succéss of Mr Swartz. “He may be considered, in'a great measure,
as laying the foun-

dation; as well 'as rearing’ the most difficult
part, of ‘that superstructure, which is now

rising into’ magnificence, » He: has pointed

—

ஷ்
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out the-proper mode of procedure, and: the
success of his labours affords us, the most
substantial encouragement.

Amid

- the

multitude of important facts, which crowd

upo
our n,
notice, a few. shall. be. selected
from: an authority, which never. yet jhas

been’ questioned, which is. his. own; and
from the,testimony of the Court of Directors, drawn. forth purely by admiration
of
his character, and gratitude to his memory.
of what-we have been accustom. Instead.

. ed.to hear, of rebellion and the overthrow of

our Eastern empire, marching in the train
ofa Missionary, it is-well known.that the

credit, in which this man: was: held, :by.natives, of every. condition, fromthe Rajah

and Brahmi
down n,
to the meanest, Sudra,
often healed. her wounds,. and propped her

tottering cause.

What the power of Bri-

tish arms, the wisdom of British, councils,

-and even the: sacredness. of treaty could
‘not effect, was accomplished by’ the mere
word of Mr ‘Swartz. _.“ Beloved and ho“houred -by Europeans,” say the Directors,
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‘he was, if possible, held in still deeper re~

verence bythe natives
of this country,*
of
every degree and every: sect; and ‘their’

unbounded confidence in his integrity and’
truth, was, on many

occasions, rendered

highly beneficial to the public service: The!
poor and the injured looked up to him, as.
an unfailing friend and advocate: the great

and powerful concurred in yielding: him

the highestchomage, ever paid in this quar-’
ter of the globe to European virtue)”: >»

‘The inhabitants of the! Tanjore country:

abandoned ‘it, on account of the umendu-

rable oppression to which they had been’

subjected.

The land was desolate,
and cul-

tivation had ceased.

«© Every one dread-

ed the calamity of a famine. --T entreated!
the Rajah,” says Mr Swartz,} “to remove’
+

ey

3
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* India, where a monument, with the

FOHAKD

it oat cd

which this isa part, was to’ have been erecte
d. But’
the
monument, actually sent out in 1807, has
not been

erected.

Will not the order be

ed ?
ft See his’ letter'of Apology enforc
in
answe
r to a speech’
delivered in the Britis

h Parliament, in 1793, by Mr
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that: shameful oppression, and to recal the

inhabitants. He sent them word that justhem; but they dis-. _
to ne
tice’should be.do
believed his: promises. . He then. desired.
them, and to assure them)
toite
me to-wr
that he, at: my intercession, would show!

to ‘them. I did so. « All imme-,
kindness

diately: returned.”

As months of the-sea~

son for cultivation had been already. lost,:
he exhorted them

to diligence.»

plied: “* As you have

showed

They re

kindness

to:

us; ‘you shall not have reason to repent
it :
we intend to work night and day, to show:
our regard for you:”—And they-did.do. «>.
_ Apologizing, now that he feels himself put:

upon his defence,
for using language, which,
by the plainest statement, must resemble:
boasting, |he says,—“ No inhabitant,”—we

cannot advert to the interesting facts, with
which the

quotation

18 connected—* No

inhabitant. has தமனக 189௦Christians:; none
Nead
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have:com plained of it. On the contrary, one

of therichest inhabitants:said to me; Sir,
if. -yow send. a person to us, send
one who

has learned all your ten commandments:
For he and many hundreds had ‘been: pre-

3

sent, when I explained the Christian doctrine

to Heathens

and Christians.’”-—-Do

the men, who oppose the diffusion
of the
Gospel

in India,

know

these facts, -and

others of a similar nature?

-

And if not,

why do they not endeavour to understand,

before they attempt to discuss, the subject?

_

;

de

yidgubsdsabieys

It has been affirmed, that the venerable

man, so justly named the apostolic Swartz,
was a mere politician, and that never in
his life, had: he converteda Hindu to
Christianity.—The following facts, known
to our Indian ,government, render any re-

marks: unnecessary.—When the Collaries,
or villages of thieves and robbers in the Tan-

jore, had'plundered to a great extent, and
committed dreadful. outrages,.the Sepoys
were sent by government to adjust

mat-

.
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ters
; but in vain.» Mr Swartz was then re:

quested by government to use hisinfluence. “He did so ;and with complete: ef:
fect. “ At last,” says that venerable man,
. & some of those-thievish Collaries’ desired

tobe instructed.

I said, I: am obliged to

instruct you; but I am afraid that you will
become very bad Christians.
mises were fair.

“Their pro-

I instructed them;

and

when they had a tolerable knowledge, 1
baptized them. - Having baptized them, I
- exhorted them ‘to steal. no more,

work industriously.

but

to

After that, I visited

them; and having examined

their know-

ledge, I desired to see their work. I observed with pleasure, that their fields were
excellently cultivated.

Now,

said I, one

thing remains to be done; -you must pay
your tribute readily, and not wait till it be

exacted by military force, which otherwise
is their custom.
Soon after that, I found
that they had:paid off their tribute exactly.
ay he only complaint against

those Christian

Collaries was, that they refused to go upon

582
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» Mr Swartz had occasion to refute: this allegation,

which still continues to be re=

peated, that the converts to Christianity
were of the lowest orders, outcasts, parriars. This reminds us of the charge
brought by the Pharisees against our Saviour, that publicans only became his disciples. The reader has not forgotten Dr
Carey’s’ incidental testimony on’ this’ subus ject’;~and that all the evidence before
16805 toa contrary conclusion. - Mr Swartz

writes thus; “ Neither is it true, that the

best part of those people,

who have been

_ instructed, are parriars.. Had Mr'M.Campbell,” the gentleman who

made the attack

in the House of Commons, “visited even
observed,
have ld
once, our chur¢h, he wou

that more than two-thirds were of the higher
cast; re 50 is it at பனக
றை”.

Un Isorgesds

ஹம் ay e=

2 ietasup கரி? ஈட் sq

Facts both of a general sai particular
nature have now been’ stated, and the con-
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clusion, to which. they lead,
is uniformly.
the same. And consistently with all that
has been’ advanced,. Dr Carey. says,° in) January 1814,“
the news from all quarters

is‘more or less encouraging.” _ As illustrations of this fact; we are informed; that,a
mission has’ ‘been: established at Ava, the

capitalof the. Burman empire, and likewise
a printing press, conducted by. the Mis.
sionaries,» all under the. immediate favour

and: patronage of the Emperor.

At. Am-

' boyna’ there are twenty thousand, .Christians;-and it.is to be noticed among jpropitious circumstances, that. the Resident. at

that place, feels so much interested. in the
diffusion
of divine truth, that. he: wrote. to :
Dr. Carey, .intreating.. that. Missionaries
might be sent thither.*
avadies

_ In India, then, every thing is encouraging. Every. thing invites the increased
exertion of Christians i in diffusing the Gospel, in that quarter: the great number of
Dap TRE
isos
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native Christians; the spirit of enquiry
existing among the people, and increased
by the circulation of the Scriptures: their —
comparative openness to conviction, which.

has so extensively issued in their conver-:
sion: the high respect, in which the :character of a Christian Missionary
has been, _
_ and is held by native princes,
as well as the
mass of the people; the protection
now afforded by the legislature to those; who en-

gage in this good work ; the evident amelioration of ‘European

character in India;

and the institutions, recently: established

௪

there, for the diffusion of the Sacred Scriptures : these are encouragements, to which

‘it is surely unnecessary to add any more’

. than the comprehensive one
the promise of the Great
Church, to sych as engage
-cause—* Lo! I am with you

contained’in
Head of athe.
in the sacred
always, ever

unto the end of the world.”

வ

ல.
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with any’ degree of ardour,

the conversion

of the natives of India to the Christian
faith, must be themselves Christians.
Christians; are ‘here’ meant, of course,

By
not

those, *who»are such merely in name, but
- who are such in heart, principle, and en-

deavour. From others, little, if any thing,
is to be hoped for; but their exertions:
we

are to:regard as a matter ‘of course.

It

would be:absurd, then, to prove to them a
duty, of which the description of their cha-

‘racter involves the admission. They may
need «to© me stimulated, me not to» tie
\ taughtavewis iar ities Popa
se
:
The ee
however; ‘ef a particular

scene of exertion, is a matter which must
depend upon the nature of the ercouragements afforded.

Now, whilst opportunities

Sah
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the interests of the Redeem-

er’s kingdom

are to be no where neglected,

so far as we possess the means, it appears,

from what has been already | advanced, that
India affords peculiar encouragements and
facilities for the promotion of the Gospel.,
“The fields are already mite unto the,
harvest.””
கல்ட்?
by
_ As to those who profess to bp ப்பது ட்
and yet instead of promoting, would impede every effort for the diffusion. of the,
Gospel; we may be surely allowed to doubt of their consistency, and would solicit their

attention to some considerations, on a sub-

ject, which they must admit to be important.

Those who tell us, that the conver-

sion of the Hindus is impracticable, may be
merely ignorant, and although, from their
ignorance, entirely unfit at present to speak.

upon the subject, the removal of that ignor-.
ance may be the removal of all their prejudices. ‘With respect to those, who tell
us, with an emphatic “indeed,” that “ the ப

Hindus stand already higher than ourselves’
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in respect tto general character,” we ‘extend’

to thém our pity, and, asa matter of¢course, :
| expect not their co-operation.
Of the de~
gtadation of Hindu character, and the abo- :
mittations,. which’ characterise their idolat

trous. superstition, it has ‘not’ been thought
necessary to, speak’ largely in this work,
since therei is such a mass of clear, consist
ent, and ‘unimpeachable evidence, on that
subject’ ‘before the public, and with which
every enquiring mind must be familiar.
Nor’ shall these pages be polluted with’ any
comparison of Christianity with Hinduism, ’
nor the reader be insulted with what must’
prove so revolting to the ear of a good man.
When» ‘adverting ‘to. the’ duty of endeavouring to convert the millions of India to
the faith of the’ Gospel, one cannot help
recalling to mind the

disscussions,

which >

01106 agitated this country, with regard to
the duty of abolishing the African slave
trade. Gentlemen in the British Parliament affirmed—without any syntptomy of
- Shame—that to’ continue the slave’ trade
3
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was the kindest thing we could do to
frica; and with regard t 10.. the slaves Gan
selves, “ torn: from home and ; all its. pleasures,’ >the wretched victims. of agony and
despair, chained, driven with the lash, and

often dying of the wounds, barbarously and
; wantonly inflicted on them,—with regard
to them, we were told, that they were quite

happy.
Nay, when a doubt of. the. truth.
of such. agsertions has been hinted, these
defenders of West-Indian

barbarism, have

been seen to redden into wrath. Youths «
of the present day wonder at the recital of
these facts ; and marvel gteatly that men
would presume to speak 80 on. British soil,
of which the very touch communicates
freedom to the slave. _
- The following. passage

=i
fron aici pen of

Mr Boswell appears very extraordinary i in.
these. times.
Speaking of Dr Johnson's,
sentiments on the subject, he adds :-eas But.
I beg ‘leave to. enter my most, ‘solemn, pro-.
test against his general doctrine with res,
spect to the slave trade. For I will Teso-..

த்
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lutely say,—that his unfavourable notion of
it Was owing to prejudice, and imperfect
or
false information. The wild and dangerous attempt, which has, for some time, been
persisted inin, to obtain an act of our Tegisla-

tire, to abolish sO very ifiportant and necessary a bbranch of commercial interest,
must havé béen crushed at once, had not
the insignificance of the zealots, who vainly
took the lead in it, made the vast body of
planters, merchants, and others, whose im-

‘mensé properties aré involved in that trade,
reasonably enough s suppose, that there could

be no danger. ‘The encouragement, which
the attempt has recéivéd, éxcitésmy wondér and indignation; and though some
men of supetior abilities have supported it,
whether froma love of temporary popularity, when prosperous, or a léve of ‘gener
al mischief, when desperate, my opinion is
unshaken. To abolish a status, which in

at ages God hias sanctioned, and man has |
continued, would not only be robbery to an
Imumerable

class of our fellow subjécts,
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be extreme cruelty to. the

African savages, a portion of whom it saves
from

massacre, or intolerable bondage in

_ their own country,

and introduces into a

much. happier state of life; especially now

when their passage to the West Indies, and.
their treatment.

regulated.

there, is (are) humanely

To abolish that trade would. be

வ்கி! விட்டம் gates of mercy on mankind.” * ”

Such a passage is fitted now to excite:
simple astonishment. . Animated. by a spirit
of blind rage, the author deals, out as much
abuse as he was capable of. expressing.
We have zealots, _and their. insignificance,

and the love of temporary popularity and
general mischief,

which. animated such as

spossessed any superiority of talent! On
the other hand, we have the exquisite
sweets. of slavery ; and

horror at the bare

thought of shutting the gates of nae on.
ஏ: நவன

ane off Dr Samuel

Johnson, vol. i iii.0
ஆ
a
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mankind, intek என்ர: bar their access to
such unmingled happiness ! Pais
+ The youths-of the next generation, ‘We.
have
no doubt, will read, with equal amaze-

ment, of the opposition, which has been
given to the communication of the Gospel
to the natives of India; and of the hard
names and contemptuous epithets, bestowed on those, who are the honour of our na-

ture, and the bright examples of that holy
and heavenly system, by which they would
bless and exalt the whole world.In reference to the consistency of proféssing Christianity, and being hostile to the
extension

of it to the inhabitants

of any

land, I shall take the liberty of suggesting
to’ those more immediately concerned, the
following striking and luminous passage
from the pen of Dr Johnson.» ‘Though the
letter, of which it is an extract, was written

_half a century ago, it bears so directly on
‘this, and kindred questions, ‘still agitated,

that it is unnecessary to say any thing of
the occasion by which it was prompted.
ள்
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“ [did not expect,” says: Dr Johnson;
«that it could be, in an assembly,

conven-)

ed for the, propagation, of. Christian, knowledge, a question,

whether. any nation; » un=

instructed ‘in: religion, should. receive \in=

struction;

or whether that

instruction

should, be imparted, to them by a transla

tion of the holy books into their
own. lan-

to the will of God be
guage. If obedience

necessary ‘to happiness, and knowledge of

his will be necessary to obedience; I know
not how he that withholds this. knowledge, '

or delays it, can be said to love his neigh-

bour as himself, He that voluntarily con-=
tinues ignorance, is guilty. of all the crimes,
் which i_ignorance produces ; as to him that.

should. extinguish, the tapers of: a. _lighthouse. might, justly be, imputed, the. calamities of. shipwreck. . Christianity. is, the
highest perfection of humanity ; and as.no

man is. good, but as he wishes.
the. good of.
otlers,, no man can be good in the highest

degree, ‘who wishes not to, others, the
largest measures of the greatest good. To
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omit for a ‘year, ‘or for a day, the most efficacious method of advancing Christianity,
in compliance with any purposes, that ter<
minate on this side of the grave, isa crime,
of which I know not that the world has yet:

had an example, except: in the planters of
America, a race of. mortals, whom I suppose no other
man wishes to resemble,”
* ~ These are:the sentiments of a Christian,

and sentiments, which no mati being a
Christian, can ‘controvert.: _ Persons,

with’

“whose feelings they do not coincide, may
be assured, that they have yet the most

valuable of all: knowledge to acquire; and
the most pure and’ perfect’ sources of human happiriess yet-to attain. Nor let it be
said, that this assertion rests on the single
authority of the individual, weak and im-

perfect like themselves, whose hand now
traces these lines, and must soon moulder

in the ae
wea

It’ rests’ on the ae

CL

ச ரலிலி to Mr William Drummond, Boswell Life

தன்மை ii. ps 28, 29.
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and the testimony of millions, through

many successive ages ; and if they believe,
as they profess, that the Bible isa divine
revelation, they must allow, in addition to

all this, that it rests upon the authority of.
God himself, and that, in their opposition,

ihey “may be found to fight even against
God.”

1

ம்

11

Much were it to be wi shed, that to the
immovables mass

of co-i cident

facts, on

which the excellence and’ divine origin of
the Scriptures rest, the’ testimony of their°
own happy experience were added.
Then
would they understand what that was which

rendered him, who was once the persecut-

_ ing Saul of Tarsus, the heroic supporter of

the cause, which it had been formerly
his
endeavour

to destroy : which enabled him

to encounter persecution, in every appalling form of danger and death, undismayed;
and left not in his bosom a single desire or

care, except what regarded his faithfully
“testifying the
God.”

Gospel of the grace of

Then would these men understand
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what.is the principle, which has prompted,
and what-the benevolence, which has con- |

tinued and increased the mighty moral enterprise of extending the Gospel over the
whole world, till “ the earth be fullof the
_ Bardadee of the Lord, as the waters cover
J)
thesseasars

Now,

it is a thing of silica no கப்ரு

mind will require a proof, because it is evi-

very nature of the case,
the
that no Christian can call the religion of
Brahma, or any religion whatever, good,
‘compared with his own. . If he did so, in
the sincerity of his heart, it is clear,. that,
now at least, he i is not a Christian ; but—
ut, attached. to any religion—the votary of,
that other system, say of Hinduism, which

he considers good, compared with Christi-

-anity. _ From such persons, opposition to
every” effort for propagating the Gospel was
to be expected, as a matter of course.
What the friends of Christianity, accordingly, desire, is, to allow men to go to Hin_ | dustan, without discouragement, or obstruc-

$46
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tiony and there, in the spirit of Heavenborn love and peace,
to discuss the matter,

and leave the issue to Him, whose cause’

they have espoused. But of the duty of
him, who is a Christian, there can: beno
gacbads

doubt.

sdywndéd}

dlagds

Were we satisfied, that the'thing were’
impracticable, which is just another word’
for impossible, it would be evident folly tor
persevere. This point, however, has been
largely considered ; and received, perhaps,
more ample refutation, than the hardihood
of the assertion merited, and the demon-:

strated ignorance (not to speak of other
principles,) in which it originated. But,.on’
the supposition, that we are reasoning with
Christians, we

must

reply, that the lan=

guage of magisterial dictation, to which we

have alluded, betrays gross ignorance: of
the religion,

which. they themselves “pros!

fess; and'that; being ignorant of theirown

religion, we have good reason to infer their
ignorance of that of the Hindus. பிள ரம

the hook, which they profess: to receive as:

DUDY OF CHRISTIANS: TO:ENGAGE INIT. தத்ர:

a divine revelation, we are assured; that a

,
oms,
kingd
en
time is approaching, “ whthe

of this world; shall,” by the universal recep-

tion of the Gospel, become “the. kingdoms

of our God, and of his Christ ;” and thatit

shall then, be unnecessary to “ teach every

man his neighbour, and: every-man. his bro-

ther, saying, know the Lord; for,” it. is
added, “ all shall know him from, the least

unto, the greatest.” —Now, if they. be ignorant of these truths, which is the only way.
. we can view. their opposition, as.at all con-

sistent with their being, im any, degree.

Christians; we must then renounce them

as most ignorant, and dangerous guides, on.
any subject, since they are so palpably de-|
ficient. in, the knowledge, of that, which it

imports. them so much to, know.
_ With regard to the reception of the Gospeliby the natives of India, then, the Christian is. convinced, that. it. is a thing, which

shall take place; and, as he has béen enjoined by, the highest authority_to pray,“ thy

kingdom come!” so must he be satisfied of
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the duty of following up his prayers with his
endeavours, as “ a worker together with
God,” till the glorious period, long predict-

-

ed, shall arrive, when love, and peace, and

joy shall fill the universe, and when the restored bliss of Eden shall render this
ne
the emblem of heaven.
aie dad
- But let us advert to the evangelizing of
Indi as distinct from religious faith. Let
us fegard it.in merely a philosophical light,
and consider it in reference to the resistance offered, and the means proposed to overcome that resistance.
General bene- ‘
volence,

in that

case, should prompt the

endeavour, if it be practicable.
_ Viewing the question in this aspect, we
might begin, by demanding (as the enquiry
would then be reduced to that concerning

the practicability of the measure,) is human
nature different in Hindustan from what

it

is in'every other quarter of the globe? Is
the breast of the Hindu, alone, incapable:
of being moved by what has moved every
one else ?—of being warmed and touched,
ச
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by what warms and touches all beside ?—
Shall the Hindu remain unaffected by that;

which, with the cords of heavenly love,
drew our own savage ancestors from their
Druid oaks, their bloody rites, and impious"
abominations ; and which, by the progress
of its holy’ operation, has now rendered
their descendants,

enlightened,

the most distinguished,

and generous

people, whom

the air and the light of heaven visit >—Has

Brahma, a human being, with the weakness
of other

men,

been

able to frame

and to

impose a code, of which alone, of all eartli-

ly things, immutability may be predicated,
which has resisted, and shall resist for ever

more, all power. human and

divine?

—

In.

short, is Hindustan peopled by a race of —
beings who have merely the shape of men, ்
and nothing else that is human ?
|
.

- Unless all these questions be answered
m the affirmative,

we

cannot,

in fairness,

be required to admit the impracticability of
converting the natives of Hindustan to the
Christian faith. If any man, heedless of

850
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the credit of his own understanding, should
affirm these questions; Wwé ‘mitist ‘refer him
back, fora parallel to his wonders, to the

days of Aulus Gellius, and of Pliny the
elder. In their works he will read of பி்
with one eye in the forehead, and of others
without heads altogether. If he be. ro
pared to affirm the above questions, he
may, be equally prepared to credit: these
tales.
த

Till this question was agitated, it மா
seem too sanguine to hope, that the time —
was blown by, when it should be necessary
to prove, that the principles of human nature are every where originally the same.

dt was hoped, that the Christian traffickers
in human blood, who told us, with the ex:

pectation of being believed, that the Africans are a species of brute beasts, incapable
of improvement, should long ere now have
ceased to obtain imitators. They may be
assured, however, that their endeavours will
have a similar issue. They have both’ mis-
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taken the ground they occupy in this coun-

try of thinking men and of Christians.*
_ ‘There is sufficient evidence before the
reader, to convince any rational man, that

not onlyis the conversion of the Hindus,
க

_* In the allusions, which occur in the course of this
work, to the abolition of the African slave trade, no
reference is made to the late treaty with France, by
which the continuance, or rather, the re-establishment

of it for five years, has been permitted to that Power.
The causes, in which that. article originated, we have
not yet learned; and would therefore not be hasty in

pronouncing upon them. Yet it does not seem harsh
to say, that there were not, and that there could not
be, any reasons, sufficient and satisfactory. That the
cause of humanity should have thus been sacrificed by
the dash of a pen; and so much shame and sorrow:
mingled. with our national joy, our triumph, and our

thanksgivings to Almighty God; is enough to make the °
blood ‘of even a phlegmatic’ man to boil within him!
The British nation now looks to Lord Castlereagh to

undo at Vienna, what he did at Paris. And, support-”

ed, and: urged on as he is, by the burst of national’

feeling, to which. the mournful, the bloody, and the
sinful article gave rise, we trust he will never,—never

abandon that point, which not only involves his own —
honour; but the honour, and, it may be added, the
good faith of the British nation, as well as bbe, cause _

of bleeding humanity.
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not impracticable, but that it does not pro- =
mise to be very difficult.. Even’on the general principle of benevolence, then,it be-

comes the duty of every man, who does”
not hold the extravagant and insulting language, that the religion of Brahma is as _
good as our own,

to attempt the commu-

nication of what he admits to be good. —~"
Political interest calls upon our rulers to
favour this.good work.
The formidable as-’”

pect of the Sikh nation, extending its dominion and its creed- together, calls. upon °
them to inspire the millions, whom. they govern, with principles of attachment to them,
stronger than at present exist. They have |
already done much for them, and: thus increased the facility of doing more. ‘Let’
them prove yet greater benefactors; by fa- 71

vouring the introduction among them'-of

ly expressed by the mingling voices of: many »

& ம்ae

‘hundred of thousands of our countrymen, —

Si

the everlasting gospel.
General benevolence points out this duty; and: the duty
has been clearly acknowledged. and ‘strong-.
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which, from every corner of the land, have reached the

legislature ; and

called upon ,

them,
by every sacred consideration of duty,
and even of interest, and of policy, in re- newing the Charter of the East India Company, to provide the means of extending
the blessing of Christianity
to the inhabitants of these dark, distant, and immeasur-

able regions, which Providence had subjected to their sway:

Never was there a more

universal expression of national feeling than
on that occasion.

The question was inves-

tigated with the care which its importance
To enter into any detail of the

demanded.

proceedings, would be entirely unneces-.
sary. The resolution so triumphantly car-

ried in both Houses of Parliament, fully .

recognized the duty of promoting the gospel in India. *
* In the House of Commons,

89 voted for the xe-

the
solution, and 36 against it, leaving in favour of it
_ great majority

of 53.

The

resolution,

having

been

to the House of Lords, was scon
duly communicated
;_
(24th June 1813). brought under their consideration
க

‘
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The British nation, and the British
-legislature, having now recognized the duty.
of promoting the gospel in India, Missionaries can no longer be. treated like pestilential innovators, as _they

have recently

heen. *
©

and, to the honour

of that Assembly,

be it recorded,

it passed through the Committee, and then through |
the

House of Lords,

without. one. dissenting,—with-.

out one disapproving voice!
The petitions presented.
in favour of the measure were upwards of nine hundred in number.
The Resolution is as follows:
ம:
“¢ That it is the duty

of this country, to promote the

interest and happiness of the native inhabitants of the

British dominions in India, and that such measures.
ought to be adopted, as may tend to the introduction

among them of useful knowledge, and of religious and
moral improvement: That, in the furtherance of the

above objects, sufficient facilities shall be afforded, by
law, to persons desirous of going to, and remaining in

India, for the. purpose of accomplishing those benevolent designs.

ற றம்

‘* Provided always,

That

அ

அற

the authority of the local

governments, respecting the intercourse of Europeans

with

the

interior

of the -country,

be

preserved,

and

that the pzinciples of the British government, on which

the natives of India have hitherto relied for the free
exercise o1 their religion, be inviolably maintained.”

* From all the evidence before him, the author has ,
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_ It is now the duty, recognized by the legislature, of all possessing power in India,
to favour the means‘used for the dissemination

of sacred truth.

It is the duty of

been led to consider the Honourable the Court of Direc-

tors, as, upon the whole,

of the gospel in India.
so, when it was a matter

favourable to the promotion

Facts evince that they were
of choice with them.

Cer-

tainly we were not prepared, then, to expect an attempt
at contrary measures from them, now that the iron.
hand of oppression has been restrained by the law. As
the author has been laid under the obligations to the
‘Honourable Court, which he has already acknowled-

ged, he feels a reluctance, which nothing but a paramount regard to truth could overcome,

in introducing

the following statement. If it be capable of an inter-’
pretation, different from the obvious one, (a thing
which he is endeavouring to ascertain), it would afford
him peculiar pleasure to do justice to the Honourable
Court.

It is highly gratifying

to find the Board of

Controul acting a part so worthy of men in power.
« A respectful application was made to the Court of
Directors of the Honourable the East India Company,
for permission

to

send

out

Mr Wate

but

notwith-

standing the facilities provided by a late act of Par-

liament, they peremptorily refused it: and wheh the
application was repeated, the refusal was also repeated,
On application being made, however, to his | Majesty's
Government, permission was immediately granted. A

letter of thanks was sent to the Right Honourable the
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every Christian to contribute, as God has
blessed and prospered him, to the means of
the various associations which have for their

object the accomplishment
work.

of this glorious

A little of their substance, accom-

panied by their fervent prayers, is all that,
generally speaking, is required.

Every one

knows, also, that nothing can be managed
with more economy, than the funds raised
for the furtherance of the gospel in India
and other places. _ Those, to whom the application of them is entrusted, are men eXalted far’ above suspicion.
They : are wise

and. good, men ;.and among

their number

are the names of many distinguished by
their political situations, their high rank,
Earl ae
தாபன
Dunia
of!f the
en of
Controul, for the candid and liberal treatment we had
received honk his Lordship relative to this business.

Mr Yates left England in October” (1814). « in the

Earl Moira, belonging to Captain Kemp, a member
of the churth at Serampore, and who generously furnishes a free passage for our young brother.”—Period:cal Accounts relative
No. SXvii. p, 406,

to

the Baptist Missionary Societys
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and noble talents. The Reports, also, which
are regularly published, not only inform us
how the funds committed to them are ap-

plied, but likewise inform us of the good
that has resulted, or is likely to ஆஸ்
from the application.
As it is impossible to imagine any true
Christian, then, doubting of his duty, on

this head, let the intensity of his ardour
increase.

Let one mighty

emotion, ex-

tending to all denominations of Christians,

prompting them ever to keep in mind the
great and essential matters, in which they

agree, and to forget the comparative trifles,
in which’ they differ, animate

them

more

and’ more in the prosecution of a work,

which is destined to fill the world with
peace, which communicates joy to the angels in heaven, and is beheld with compla-

i

சகல்
and.

மக்God himself,

a
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' SECTION FIFTH,
Manne

~

and Spirit, in which the attempt should be

made and persevered in, till it be crowned with
complete success.
:

Tue success, with which

the Gospel is

offered to the natives of Hindustan, will, un-

der the divine blessing, depend much upon
the manner and the spirit, in which it comes
recommended to them. Among the friends’

of the measure, there seems to be no difference of opinion concerning the means to
be employed in the accomplishment
of their
object. They belong, indeed, to various

denominations of Christians; but they are
all characterised by that liberality, which

induces them to merge the distinctions of
party, in those grand and: essential prin-

ciples, which are common to them all.
The establishment of schools for the instruction of the young, the circulation of |

the Sacred Scriptures, and the labours of

நற்தநிரும்ம 01 00110
ரோ ட ரா. |

B59

Missionaries, are the means which, for some

time, have been in operation, and to which
it does not appear, that any reasonable ob-

jection can be made.

Schools were esta-

blished with success in the days of Swartz;
but it is obvious, that their efficiency must

greatly depend upon the facility, with which
‘copies of the Bible can be obtained ‘in the

“native languages. The joint operation of
these two means has but recéntly taken
place; and for the combination of them, to
“any extent, we are indebted to that noblest

and most unexceptionable of human institutions, the British and Foreign Bible Society: Besides the direct instruction, which —
reading the Scriptures communicates, it is
highly favourable to that spirit of enquiry,

which is already so general among the natives of India, which is increasing with unimagined celerity, and which is preparing

the people for a more universal and happy
change,

than the silence of its operation,

and particularly. the
i

impediments; with
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which, till lately;

pious endeavours: have

been clogged, seemed to promise.) (90> ©
- The» way in which education
has been

connected with reading the Scriptures;
is
unexceptionable ; and exhibits nothing that
can offend the natives.

Many, according-

ly, who are themselves Heathens,
their-children

to Christian schools,

send
on:ac-

count of the learning to be there acquired.
Heathen schoolmasters, also, are, in some
cases, employed, to instruct the children in

reading the Bible; and they have shown °
great readiness. in satisfying the enquiries
of persons concerning the Christian. Scriptures. . Of such procedure, the happy con. Sequences have been often strikingly manifested.
yd
5 இன்பரசம்
‘The other great mean, in addition to-the
circulation of the Scriptures, andthe edu-

cation of the young, -to which we «are :to
look, for the accomplishment of this great
and good end,

are the labours of) Mission-

aries, ascertained, as far as may be, to be
men of sincere piety, good sense, and dis-

+
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‘cretion.o If possessed:of acute minds, and
a deep insight: into the springs: of human
action, the pure benevolence: and long:suf-

fering under contradiction
<and disappoint‘ment; which true religion inspires, with:an
indefatigable zeal for the salvation
of mem;
im-<short, af they be-such men as are at pre-

sent engaged: in that holy work, we have
nothing to fear, and: much to hope, from
their labours... We are not necessarily-required to identify the characters of those,
' whom we would send, with those:who:
have

been sent. To say, what. has now been
said, however, isa mere act of justice.
.
_. Withysome, it»has been very fashionable

of Jate, to load the character.
of the Mis-.
sionary with a great deal of obloquy, and
to exaggerate the slightest trifle in regard
of expression, or of action, into a very seri-

ous matter. . Whatever is really deserving
of blame, the true friend of Christianity will
never defend. But it may be stated as'a
fact, which cannot be disproved, that never.

ehas less of human imperfection been known
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to adhere to the characters of men, than
has marked the Missionaries of India, of

whatever denomination; and that nothing

can be charged home against them, beyond
what might be fairly disputed asa matter
of taste or opinion.
பண்ற
கறி
The venerable and. apostolic Sway ‘was
an example of the combination of every
quality that could be desired in a Missionary.

He

has finished his bright career;

and both the Company’s government, and
the natives of India, are reaping, in one way
or another, the rich fruits *of his labours.
_ With no other means, than his known integrity and veracity, he accomplished what
rulers, and generals, and armies attempted
in vain. He found favour in the sight of all
men, and he numbered among his converts,

many persons distinguished for their talents, high cast, and respectability. Those
who now occupy the same’ field, have aot

been’ unworthy: of succeeding ‘him. “The
nature of their pursuits leads them
to study

the character and literature of ‘the natives -
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much more particularly than any other order of men ; and they have recently thrown
| adegree of light upon both, which redounds

much to their own honour, and that of the
cause in which they are engaged, as well as
Whethe nation, to which they belong.
ther that nation shall reap from their labours, the harvest of rich fruits which they

to yield, must depend upon
are calculated,

ள்ளி

மை

பைவ்

பைவி

பத

‘To place this just testimony in favour of
the Missionaries of India beyond the assaults of ignorance, prejudice, or malignity,

of the
_ we shall’ here quote the statement
Marquis of Wellesley,

a Nobleman. whose

liberality, and knowledge of the subject,
must silence every doubt in regard of it.
In an able and luminous speech, which he
_ delivered, when the question was under the

consideration of the legislature, he stated,
in regard of Missionaries, that‘ he never

knew
‘He

of any danger arising from them.
never

heard of

any

alarms produced by them.

convulsions,

or

Some of them
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_ were'learned
men, and had been employed

in thé College in Bengal. He*had always
considered them, as a quiet, orderly, discreet, and learned body; and he had employed them in the education of youth, and
in translations, and more particularly
in

translating the Scriptures into the Eastern
languages.

He had issued no order, how-

ever, for the dissemination of these transla-

tions among-the natives.

He had thought’

it his duty to have the Scriptures translat-

ed into the languages
of the East, and to’
give the learned natives, employed in the
translations; access to the sacred fountains

of divine truth.

He thought that a Chris=

tian Governor could do no less, and that a
British Governor could do no more?*

|

df-an ideal picture of a Missionary had

been drawn, and if any calumny could, at
ச

HSL

So |

* Christian Observer for 1813, p. 266.—'The reader க

will find some good papers on the subject of promoting’ |

the Gospel in India in the work now

referred to, and in.
the’ Edinburgh Christian Instructor, particula
rly vol. vii.
p- 259, vol: viii. p. 32; p. 100)"
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the same time, have’ been fixed, spastibase

actually, engaged in. the work in India
; we
should, no doubt, have been told, that, we

were to expect nothing better than we had

experienced... It is highly gratifying, there-

fore, to refer, upon the high authority now

quoted, to. the characters of those actually
employed ; and to. say,| such’ are the-men,.
whom we wish to send from time to time, and.

in greater numbers, than we have been yet
able to. send them, to India, to bear
to the
natives, the unspeakable blessings: of Chris_ tianity, and, all the humanization of cha-.

racter, and progress in learning, and the:
useful arts, of which, Christianity has: ever:
been the feuitfulyparentes\ so) ion vod no),

by advert_ We shall close these remarks,
ing to the spirit, in which our endeavours
to convert the natives should be conducted.
The religion of Jesus naturally rejects every
approximation to

coercive measures ;,,and

the most warm. and zealous: supporters: of
its extension in India, have never desired

more in its fayour than that it should ‘be
|
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_ permitted silently and peaceably to find its
way to the understanding and the hearts of
the people. It never was desired that our
rulers in India should take any prominent
and active part in favour of Christianity;
and certainly it is not too much to require |

of them, that they take none against it.
The

arms

of the Christian warfare

“ are

not carnal but spiritual.”

So far, however,

as the personal example,

and demeanor
of

°

our rulers can go as Christians, we have a
right to expect their influence. We have .
a right to say, let not their conduct be such

as to excite among the wondering natives
the enquiries which have been actually put,
_* Have the English any books, but those of

amusement ?

Have the English any kind

of worship among them ?” We havea right
to say, and the legislature now tells us that

we have aright to say, let’ not the peaceful

Missionary of Christianity be persecuted
and treated as an evil-doer. All that we

ask of men in power, then, is the absence’
ef evil; and that there be no infliction of

'.
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7 punishment
wrong.

_ What

ததர.

where there is no evidence of
ily
Ghai

we wish for. hes. ‘Missionary

of

Christianity, we wish also for the votaries of

idolatry in India. Let all experience the _
blessings of a free and enlightened toleration, admitting of no boundary but that of
the safety of the subject, on the one hand;
and of the state, on, the other. . Generally

speaking, the government should know men
in no other capacity than that of citizens
, or subjects.

It is a principle of every en-

- lightened. government, that in return for
the protection and security, which it affords
to. the subject ; that subject. owes to it, in
~ return, the benefits, which his conditioni is|

‘fitted to yield to the state, during the natural term of his life. If that period be abridged by the violence of another, it is punish- -

ed; if by the individual himself, his memory is covered with infamy. So far, therefore, as the rites of religion shalt interfere
with the claims of the state; the governMent hasa right to interpose its restraining
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the best that -ever
devised; and it is of such~

comprehension, that its. reasonable-

ness is immediately perceived.

On this

principle, the Marquis of Wellesley
put an
end to the sacrifice of children ‘at Saugur;
and there is little reason to doubt, that, had
that Nobleman continued

some time longer

at the head of our Eastern empire, female
immolations

would

ere

now. have been

brought to a termination.
It is probable
that measures analogous to those adopted
in the abolition of infanticide might answer
the end. And under the distinguished Nobleman now at the head of our Eastern
‘affairs, we look with hope.
_ These remarks aré connected with the

subject, only in so far as they are suggested by the true principles of an enlightened
toleration,

of which

the

only just

limits

are the lives and safety of the subject.

On

this principle no government should-derive

emolument

from the performance

of pil-
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grimages, and the
trous rites; far less

practice
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of any idola-

should it sell to the

subject the right of terminating his own
existence by drowning,
or any other means.
- Within the

limits now described,

let

every man’s conscience direct him. If any
_ man, Heathen, or professing Christian, be
discovered to be an “ evil-doer,” let him
receive the award of law; and of a law

which knows no man’s tenets, which interferes with

no

man’s

conscience,

incapable of distinguishing

which is’

any thing but

- overt acts. It is natural, at the same time,

and not inconsistent
with what has now
been stated, that the government should
confide its: offices of trust to’men, whose —
sentiments are in unison with those of its

own members.

On this principle, the go-

vernment is administered in Ceylon.
As.
we should punish no man, who is not proved.
to be a bad citizen ; it is natural to con-

fide our interests to those, whose principles
afford us the greatest security for their
probity.

It ison such principles as these,
2k *
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indeed, that we found the reasonableness
- of an. ecclesiastical establishment.

டப்ப

But whatever be the principle, on which
the government shall act, there is no doubt

concerning the spirit which should animate
the Missionaries. Conciliation and kindness, long-suffering and forbearance, should
characterize their whole intercourse and
procedure.

-With

respect

to

the govern-

ment, they should continue to act as they
have hitherto done; and that is, to take no

part whatever in regard of its measures, .
except when requested to employ the re-

‘spectability attendant on the characters of
good men, to promote the interests both of
. the natives and their rulers.

The example

of Swartz comprehends every thing. With
instruction in Christianity, should be connected a regard to the temporal

and comforts of the people.

interests

Improvements

in the useful arts of husbandry, and others

of an analogous nature, should be suggest-

ed, along with the principles of religion.
The natives should feel, as well as hear.
௩
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that we have their best interests at heart.

Along with the principles, which shall produce peace of mind and domestic comfort,
together with the sweet hope of eternal
life; we should show them that we delight
in seeing the amelioration of their temporal
condition. .Before they are able fully to
enter into all the symmetry, if we be allowed the word, and the sublime doctrines

of this heavenly system, we should present
_to them some of the happy results of it in

' the promotion

of present benefits.

Such

are many of its precepts, which teach us
to be diligent in “ business, while we are

fervent in spirit, serving the Lord.”
As the truth of the religion of Christ
involves the falsehood of every other system, there is no compromise to be made

of a single tenet or principle of it. The —
idolatry of Brahma, and the imposture of
Mahomed, must be unequivocally avowed.
This, however, may be done with discretion, and so as to cause no offence.
And

the promotion of Christianity has been, and
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is so conducted. | “ Our method,” says Mr
Corrie, “ is to state the plain truths of the

Gospel, with little or no reference to any
By pointing

other system called religion.

of man’s fall,

out the scripture doctrines
through

the

transgression

of Adam,

and

his recovery by the Lord Jesus Christ,
with appeals to matters of obvious and general

experience;

usually such

a

sensa-

tion is produced, as leads some one or other .

to examine the foundation he rests upon.”
Such, then, is the manner, and such the *
spirit, in which we should proceed in the

diffusion of the gospel in India.
கு

dom,

and

Let wis-

pure in its philosophical principles,

warmed

love, guide

and animated
and

rule

all our

by heavenly
endeavours.

And let Christian exertion never cease, till
it be crowned.with complete success. Let
the arm that is stretched forth in the cause
of heaven and of human kind, never be

Let the tongue never falter
unnerved.
that speaks the message of God to men. Let

not the

ambassador

of the King

of
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kings, and the Lord of lords, ever tremble

or be dismayed in the full, fair, and unequivocal

declaration

Let every friend

of his commission.

of the

measure,

that is,

every one who consistently claims the
name of Christian, persevere in affording
such assistance as is in his power, unmo-

ved by the coldness, or it may be ridicule,
with which some men

tions.
Bible to

Let every
be the

may treat his exer-

one, who believes the
word of God,

remember,

' that it is upon its indisputable authority
that we found our firm conviction, that this
cause will, and must finally prevail, and
that ‘“ the whole earth shall be full of the
knowledge of the Lord as the waters cover the sea.” And let our hearts be animated in .the midst of occasional discouragement, disappointment, ,or opposition,
by

remembering,

that “ Greater

Is HE

THAT IS WITH US, THAN ALL THEY THAT CAN
"BE AGAINST US.”
ee
a

_—
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‘Correspondence between Colonel Wanker oad
the Jauresan Curers, on the subject of
னாக Female infin
ne a Letter from Major Alexander
sian
= ee to Sunderjee Sewajee, dated Camp at
Gootoo, 13th September, 1807.

Anotusr indispensible article is, the relinquish-

ment of the custom of female infanticide.
_ This is a concession to the Company ;

it is ne-

~ cessary to ensure their regard, and will render

the character of Jehajee illustrious, for abolishing
a practice, which all civilized people so strongly
condemn.

2. Extract

of a Letter from Sunderjge to Major

Walker, dated 20th September, 1807.

The state of affairs here, are, that having had
an interview

with

Jehajee

Hoe

Thakur, some

time

ட்
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elapsed in making him acquainted with my mes-

sage; by his answer, it appeared, that the relinquishment of infanticide will not compose an article of the Fil Zamine; but he will’ ‘give’ a ‘separate writing to this effect into my hand, ‘pro-

vided you will cause the village which Babajee
has taken, to be restored when you leave the .
country to go to Baroda; then ட் to ve
relinquishment of infanticide ‘is தரக்
3.

Extract of a
லு from a
ட
Walker, to Sunderjee Sewajee, dated 20th
Pr
tember,

1807.

In respect to the ‘Thakur
ட்
Is am very
sorry to observe, that the full assurances, which
I gave you and Bhanjee Mehta, have been lost.
I did not expect the objections, which have been
made,

and:all

the

trouble

which

I have taken

may now prove fruitless.
பல
gba
be
The relinquishment of the custom of. infanticide must be unconditional ; it must be clear and

from the heart, and without any reservation.
The advantages to the Rajah would be many,
besides those arising from humanity, from religion, and from the natural affection of parents
to children:

It will ensure

him

the ao

and favour of the Company’s government. °
The

Thakur

of the Company,

must: not

expect the friendship

if he continues this practice,

and nothing will be ceded on this point to induce

| APPENDIX.

ந்

2.

இத்து

hima It must be sc dirwind chicit as the only terms
on which the Honourable Company’s favour and
friendship can be obtained; but there is no obo
jection. to the engagement, to. relinquish it
a
expressed in a separate paper.
your
received
..Sincé writing the above, I have
second note: but its contents cause no alteration
in the sentiments I have above written, further
than, you may tell the Rajah, that I do not know
how the Honourable Company can become bhanderry for any civil obligation of men, who appear
to disregard the most sacréd of all obligations—
that of protection to offspring.
4, Translation of a Letter from Sunderjee Sewa_ Jees to Major Alexander Walker, dated 20th Sep_ tember, 1807.

{I related, this morning, the conversation I had
yesterday with the Thakur Jehajee, with which
At present,
you will have become acquainted.
the mother of the Thakur, with the brethren of
the Rajah, having assembled, they represented,
that the relinquishment of female infanticide will
be agreed to; by us, according

to the conditions,

to which Rao Saheb, of Kutch, and Jam. Saheb,
may agree to; before them, nothing will be con~
cluded by us.
Alf, seas Walker ula cause ae எண்ம
taken by Babajee to be restored,—it is well,—
otherwise he is a free agent; but according te

|

880

|
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the: adjustment which Rao and Jam may make,
not ta commit

ee

we ve

Bprer:

nes

“The samealas a
ne of while hie following
is a ட
was received from: the: ‘Thakur

Jehajee. -

‘

5. From Jahrejah J ae. to Moajor

Walker, dated

4th Bhadw ‘pud Vud, 21st September, 1807.
* You have often urged me to adopt some
cause to preserve my, daughters, and I am convinced you look upon me as your own, when you
desire me to do this; but the Jahrejahs have,
from ancient times, killed their daughters, and I

cannot set a new example first.
« T am much annoyed by Mallia; if, therefore,
you reduce Mallia, and keep it subject to the
Company, or give it to me, as well as restore
Hurralla:-if you should favour me so much, my
present distress will be removed, and I will meet
“your wishes in preserving my daughters. வள்
is my petition.
6. From Sunderjee Sewajee, to Major Co
Walker, dated 22d September, 1807.
Having arrived at Moorbee, and had an ie
view with. the Rajah, until I saw that no clear
answer could be obtained, without threats,

withstandihg

not-

that, according to the best of my

ability, I used both soothing and warm language :

we
Reale

ia a
separ

A

ae
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efforts: should be unattended with ‘the “effect we
wished. 202

‘At will,

மய

யை வப

விய

GiGiKE 3

ட்டன be still. propér to keep. open

the gate, so that this business May | ‘be. hereafter
resumed;

and you may therefore suggest to the

Rajah, the propriety of answering ES letter, in
terms of friendship, with oS view.

9. சடம் Major Waller to the: Rajah of Moerbe,
Dated 23d September; 1807.
T have leah nt, with much

aetna

the respectable Sunderjee Sewajee,that notwithstanding the assurances, which I have given him -

and Bhanjee Mehta, that you still continue ‘to
to :

relinquish female infanticide.
~
-If the custom is a bad one, it cannot tequixe
any person’s example to leave it off; if it isa
good one, no person’s example ought to’ ee ae
. ficient to cause its abolishment.
But it is universally allowed to be
ஷவர்
and against your religion, and the objections you
urge against it are unbecoming your rank and

situation. The. friendship

and

௩

mi

persist in refusing to contract an a

favour of the

Company, can only be procured by leaving off a
practice so contrary to the usage of mankind.

I am well disposed to serve you, but my support to you must depend on your’s to'the cause
of humanity.
On this subject, and on the
ee
of your |
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- future Jamma, hear the advice of Sunderions to
whom I have ட.

my sentiments, ;

:

10. From _Meajor Walker, to the “Mother of Jah: டப

_ 1807.

Si‘chajee, of JMe foorbee, dated 28d Selene

The army bene inae nichbaehent of ட்
bee, T bave unavoidably learnt a number of ciri cumstances, ‘and I have heard of yea wisdom
‘and. prudence’ with great pleasure. —
The Sircar is very anxious, that the very eruel
custom of female: infanticide should be abolished
by your advice and assistance._ Do. you, therefore, by every means

in your power,

endeavour

to persuade your son to desist from this. practice.
. Lhope you will labour in this affair, for it is very
unnatural for a mother to allow her own off
:
:
spring to be put to. death,
' Your father and your mother have nursed aod
brought you up; wherefore then should it hurt 5
you to rear up your daughters? . Should, you not
do as 1. தகரக் what answer can you return to
owe

God?

;

you
Should. you fully தணலை this கள்வ
it.
of
impropriety
the
observe
perfectly
will
Should other casts do as the dabrgahss: how
could the Jahrejah race exist?
=)

What more can I write?
இஃ
1

1

en

க்

ம்

் 2
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